
@donalynbooks Join @colbysharp & me for #titletalk at 8 pm EST. This month's 
topic: Read Alouds. 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:07:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130767715542646785 - #1 
tweet details

@literacydocent Knowing tweets will b fast & furious during tonite's #titletalk I've 
got my bk recommendations ready 2 go. Join us 8-9 EST 4 gr8 discussion! 
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Sun Oct 30 22:08:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130768092270825472 - #2 
tweet details

@Kim_Ridley RT @literacydocent: Knowing tweets will b fast & furious during 
tonite's #titletalk I've got my bk recommendations ready 2 go. Join us 8 ... 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:09:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130768317597237248 - #3 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga excited for #titletalk tonight with @colbysharp and some of my 
children's literature students!!! 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:11:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130768763825045505 - #4 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @donalynbooks How do you join in on your #titletalk? I am 
REALLY interested in hearing about read alouds. 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:11:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130768798872645632 - #5 
tweet details

@Kim_Ridley RT @donalynbooks: Join @colbysharp & me for #titletalk at 8 pm 
EST. This month's topic: Read Alouds. 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:13:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130769398234497024 - #6 
tweet details

@hale27storm RT @literacydocent: Knowing tweets will b fast & furious during 
tonite's #titletalk I've got my bk recommendations ready 2 go. Join us 8 ... 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:24:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130772199526236161 - #7 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PolkaDotOwlBlog You can follow the chat by clicking on the 
hashtag, #titletalk. Add the hashtag to your tweets to join in the conversation. 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:27:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130772849798545408 - #8 
tweet details

@TeacherThompson @donalynbooks @colbysharp how do I join #titletalk ? 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:28:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130772988533551104 - #9 
tweet details

@literacydocent @PolkaDotOwlBlog click on the #titletalk hashtag to follow 
conversation. I use TweetChat. Have you used that before? I can walk u through 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:31:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130773778815922176 - #10 
tweet details

@teacherman82 People wanting to participate in #titletalk for the first time tonight 
could try using TweetDeck. Once opened, just search for #titletalk. 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:32:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130774177123803136 - #11 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @donalynbooks: @colbysharp Your excitement is contagious! 
#titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:32:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130774216755789824 - #12 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @TeacherThompson You can follow the chat by clicking on the 
hashtag, #titletalk. Add the hashtag to your tweets to join in the conversation. 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:40:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130776142490779648 - #13 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @donalynbooks: Join @colbysharp & me for #titletalk at 8 
pm EST. This month's topic: Read Alouds. 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:42:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130776628778385409 - #14 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @teacherman82: People wanting to participate in #titletalk for 
the first time tonight could try using TweetDeck. Once opened, just se ... 
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Sun Oct 30 22:44:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130777026696183808 - #15 
tweet details

@skajder RT @donalynbooks: Join @colbysharp & me for #titletalk at 8 pm EST. 
This month's topic: Read Alouds. 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:44:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130777105184210945 - #16 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Now that I know what I am doing I can't wait for my 1st 
#titletalk This is the perfect topic for me right now #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:48:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130778017248182274 - #17 
tweet details

@literacydocent @Jeremybballer You're welcome! Look forward to your tweets 
during #titletalk tonight! :) 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:48:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130778184722550784 - #18 
tweet details

@literacydocent @PolkaDotOwlBlog Yay! You're ready for #titletalk! Excellent! :) 
#titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:49:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130778335985942528 - #19 
tweet details

@literacydocent @PolkaDotOwlBlog Tweetdeck will do the same thing so you 
should be all set. I order take out on #titletalk nights btw! ;) 
 
Sun Oct 30 22:52:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130779142454120448 - #20 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 Whew! Orchestra concert is over - very proud of our performance. Now 
I can officially do a post aasl crash, well... after #titletalk ;) 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:06:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130782775895793664 - #21 
tweet details

@mindi_r Less than an hour 'til #titletalk. Better get some poems graded before 
then! 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:08:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130783134856904704 - #22 
tweet details

@colbysharp Me too! “@kmcilhagga: excited for #titletalk tonight with @colbysharp 
and some of my children's literature students!!!” 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:08:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130783267866677248 - #23 
tweet details

@MsHoughton Switching coffee shop locales so I can plug in for #titletalk at 5PM 
PST! 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:10:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130783736286560256 - #24 
tweet details

@donalynbooks In less than an hour, #titletalk begins! 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:18:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130785692904202240 - #25 
tweet details

@rwbofficial @donalynbooks What is #titletalk? 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:19:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130785981287759872 - #26 
tweet details

@deadlyletters RT @donalynbooks: In less than an hour, #titletalk begins! 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:21:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130786352441737218 - #27 
tweet details

@EDarcangelo excited for my first #titletalk #MSUChildrensLit 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:21:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130786502341955584 - #28 
tweet details
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@PolkaDotOwlBlog How long is #titletalk? 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:22:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130786605630881793 - #29 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher @educ145 I love Jim Trelease's quote RT @Steph_SMac: #titletalk 
Great article about read alouds for all grades. http://t.co/4INx0n0K 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:22:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130786746131677188 - #30 
tweet details

@colbysharp @donalynbooks Time to start listening to pump up music: Guns n 
Roses, ACDC, Linkin Park. #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:22:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130786787219083264 - #31 
tweet details

@colbysharp @donalynbooks I always love checking goodreads after #titletalk. My 
stream explodes with great titles. 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:24:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130787068333916160 - #32 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @donalynbooks: Join @colbysharp, awesome librarians, super 
teachers, & crazy book lovers, for #titletalk, tonight 8 EST. Topic: Read ... 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:31:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130789074607931392 - #33 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr fears that my @goodreads to-read list is going to get out of 
control again after tonight's #titletalk @donalynbooks @colbysharp 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:32:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130789307299528704 - #34 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @donalynbooks: Join @colbysharp, awesome librarians, 
super teachers, & crazy book lovers, for #titletalk, tonight 8 EST. Topic: Read ... 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:34:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130789663416913920 - #35 
tweet details

@TWRCtankcom RT @literacydocent: In prep 4 2nite's #titletalk I've been re-
reading blog posts. It's going 2 be a great discussion tonite! Don't miss ... 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:34:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130789794832850944 - #36 
tweet details

@TWRCtankcom RT @literacydocent: Looking forward to #titletalk tonight w/ 
@donalynbooks & guest co-host @colbysharp! Topic: Read Aloud Why & What 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:35:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130789848339591168 - #37 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Yay, I made it home in time for #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:36:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130790251819048960 - #38 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer I will be here #Titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:41:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130791390253826050 - #39 
tweet details

@Annie_Liz excited to check out #titletalk for the first time tonight! how have i 
missed this before? 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:44:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130792241080967169 - #40 
tweet details

@alybee930 Trying to get home for part of #titletalk Heading out now 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:44:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130792281761517568 - #41 
tweet details
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@PolkaDotOwlBlog DVRing Once Upon a Time for so I don't miss my first #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:45:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130792402251300864 - #42 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog RT @donalynbooks: Join @colbysharp, awesome librarians, 
super teachers, & crazy book lovers, for #titletalk, tonight 8 EST. Topic: Read ... 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:46:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130792746532343808 - #43 
tweet details

@colbysharp I hear people are talking books tonight. #titletalk? Should I check it 
out? 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:47:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130793027986927616 - #44 
tweet details

@AnneClark7 Excited for #titletalk! Finally!! #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:47:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130793092528877568 - #45 
tweet details

@CBethM I think you better... ;) RT @colbysharp: I hear people are talking books 
tonight. #titletalk? Should I check it out? 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:48:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130793323572117504 - #46 
tweet details

@CBethM I think you better... ;) RT @colbysharp: I hear people are talking books 
tonight. #titletalk? Should I check it out? 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:48:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130793323572117504 - #47 
tweet details

@fiteach Haha! Superstar co-host! RT @colbysharp: I hear people are talking 
books tonight. #titletalk? Should I check it out? 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:49:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130793444061876224 - #48 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @colbysharp: I hear people are talking books tonight. 
#titletalk? Should I check it out? #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:49:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130793460763594752 - #49 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I suppose I should stop reading and get ready for #titletalk. I think 
@colbysharp expects me to be there... #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:50:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130793682579374080 - #50 
tweet details

@pageintraining I made it back in time for #titletalk! Super excited. 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:50:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130793700497440768 - #51 
tweet details

@colbysharp Combing through goodreads shelves. Getting anxious. Need to get 
some Diet Coke and chocolate chip cookies. *Deep breath* #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:50:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130793759758761984 - #52 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @colbysharp Being early is being on time, and being on time is late, 
ERGO, #titletalk should start NOW. 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:50:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130793811445170176 - #53 
tweet details

@colbysharp @MsHoughton Love the new pic! #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:51:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130793881221603328 - #54 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @colbysharp Coffee and quesadillas here. (still caffeine and 
comfort starches, so it should work). #titletalk 
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Sun Oct 30 23:51:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130793962838568960 - #55 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks Excited to actually have time for #titletalk for first time in a 
loooong time! 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:51:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130794104941576193 - #56 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @MsHoughton I know you are a reader because you can use the 
word "ergo". #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:52:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130794110184460289 - #57 
tweet details

@PoseySessions RT @donalynbooks: Join @colbysharp, awesome librarians, 
super teachers, & crazy book lovers, for #titletalk, tonight 8 EST. Topic: Read ... 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:52:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130794248072212480 - #58 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer My first time here too. Very excited to be invited and a part of 
something that will improve reading with my students. #Titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:53:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130794537797959681 - #59 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier Excited for #titletalk tonight. Haven't been able to participate in 
chats lately because of #gradschool 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:53:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130794561911009280 - #60 
tweet details

@colbysharp @Jeremybballer So glad you can make it! #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:54:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130794704282468352 - #61 
tweet details

@colbysharp 5 minutes till we start. Time for one more pump up song. WELCOME 
TO THE JUNGLE! #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:54:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130794784913756160 - #62 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @donalynbooks Formative assessments of your audience such as 
these are critical when selecting read alouds. #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:54:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130794848725893120 - #63 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin T-minus 6 minutes til #titletalk Trying to explain the idea of a 
TwitterChat to my wife. 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:55:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130794905365790720 - #64 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @literacydocent the beach?!!! How is that even possible? Yikes! 
Will be following #titletalk tonight to stay warm :) 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:55:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130794995702702080 - #65 
tweet details

@colbysharp @whittclass @donalynbooks I use tweetchat! hashtag #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:56:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130795254050856960 - #66 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer DavidAEtkin my wife doesn't understand twitter period. Lol. 
#Titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:57:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130795427808288768 - #67 
tweet details

@michaelascotto @colbysharp wish I could sit in, but good luck with #titletalk ! 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:58:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130795806918836224 - #68 
tweet details
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@colbysharp goodreads-check, tweetchat-check, snacks-check, ONE MINUTE! 
#titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:58:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130795808550428672 - #69 
tweet details

@fosterdogs joining #titletalk for the 1st time #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:58:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130795829941370880 - #70 
tweet details

@colbysharp Welcome to #titletalk!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Let's talk read alouds. #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:59:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130795968709918720 - #71 
tweet details

@mindi_r @fosterdogs #titletalk. Welcome! It's great fun, but can be hard to keep 
up at times. 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:59:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796031234420736 - #72 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Welcome to another edition of #titletalk w/ my special, awesome, 
rock star co-host, @colbysharp! #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:59:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796030206820352 - #73 
tweet details

@karenterlecky One of my favorite parts of the day - read aloud! So glad tonight's 
#titletalk with @donalynbooks and @colbysharp is on this topic! 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:59:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796059860533248 - #74 
tweet details

@MsHoughton Absolutely! #titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:59:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796069138333696 - #75 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Sweet!!!! #Titletalk 
 
Sun Oct 30 23:59:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796070199496705 - #76 
tweet details

@colbysharp Let's spend just a couple minutes talking about our favorite read 
alouds from when we were kids. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:00:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796124121481216 - #77 
tweet details

@MrErving Read aloud time is my favorite time of day #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:00:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796141695614976 - #78 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog New to read aloud concept...look 4 gr8 ideas! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:00:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796231952826369 - #79 
tweet details

@fosterdogs I'm seeing that already! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:00:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796252693676032 - #80 
tweet details

@jennann516 Hello #titletalk! My favorite read aloud when I was young was 
GOODNIGHT, MOON. 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:00:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796256032337920 - #81 
tweet details

@verystillnorth 1st grade teacher read us James and Giant Peach. Loved it! 
#titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:00:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796275279986689 - #82 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Our topic tonight: read alouds Why do we use read alouds in our 
classes? How do we use them? Most important, what are we reading? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:00:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796279570771968 - #83 
tweet details

@literacydocent A topic I'm extremely passionate about! So excited to share our 
thinking about read alouds! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:00:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796288638849024 - #84 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk I don't remember my teachers reading aloud to me when I was a 
kid. Just lots of stories from basal. 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:00:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796342141386752 - #85 
tweet details

@pageintraining One of my favorite read-alouds was when my fifth grade teacher 
read Ghost in the Noonday Sun by Sid Fleischman to the class #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:00:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796354682368002 - #86 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer My 4th grade teacher read Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:00:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796356343308289 - #87 
tweet details

@jmaschari I loved hearing Hatchet and Robinson Crusoe as a child. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:00:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796363184218112 - #88 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I loved my parents reading: Cat In the Hat and Go Dog Go aloud 
to my sister and myself. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796374466887680 - #89 
tweet details

@colbysharp My fav. as a kid was Hatchet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796409422229504 - #90 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch Hooray for #titletalk! I loved the Frances books (she was a hamster 
or prairie dog?) #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796411901067264 - #91 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer I so remember my mother reading Where The Red Fern Grows 
to us as kids, crying all the way through the ending #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796417081020418 - #92 
tweet details

@donalynbooks My favorite read aloud was Bread and Jam for Francis. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796420478406656 - #93 
tweet details

@CBethM The red battery bar of death is flashing on my #fancyphone. I won't get to 
be part of #titletalk til I get home! :( 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796421329854465 - #94 
tweet details

@colbysharp @mindi_r That is so sad:( #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796451117801472 - #95 
tweet details
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@TeacherThompson My favorite read aloud memory was fourth grade. Mrs. Bloom 
read The Secret Garden. I was enthralled. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796469077819392 - #96 
tweet details

@Annie_Liz My 4th grade teacher read us The Hobbit aloud - it was fantastic! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796477705486336 - #97 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog I remember "The Great Gilly Hopkins" being read aloud in 5th 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796488958812160 - #98 
tweet details

@MrErving I remember my 3rd grade teacher reading Charlotte's Web #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796527122788353 - #99 
tweet details

@frankisibberson My mother read The Secret Garden and A Little Princess to me. 
Loved them both #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796543925174272 - #100 
tweet details

@jmaschari Oh! And The Chocolate Touch! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796549545525248 - #101 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I remember Mrs. Anderson reading the entire Paddington series 
when I was in the third grade in CA. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796550149521408 - #102 
tweet details

@TWRCtankcom I loved when our school's librarian read aloud from Shel 
Silverstein's books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796550770278400 - #103 
tweet details

@AnneClark7 My favorite read aloud was Charlotte's Web. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796589240426496 - #104 
tweet details

@jennann516 Vivid read aloud memory was 5th grade teacher reading MANIAC 
MAGEE. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796590687465472 - #105 
tweet details

@mentortexts I remember asking my mom to read me Dr. Seuss' Marvin K Mooney 
Will You Please Go Now over and over again! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796600397283328 - #106 
tweet details

@fosterdogs 6th grade teacher read Jonathan Livingston Seagull. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:01:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796607808610305 - #107 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @mindi_r I just thought the same thing: lots of read alouds at 
library storytime and with my parents, but not at school #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796626536169472 - #108 
tweet details
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@Jeremybballer Gary Paulsen rocks! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796629363130368 - #109 
tweet details

@NataliaOrtega My favorite read aloud as a child: The Neverending Story (it took 
us two months!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796673118109698 - #110 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @donalynbooks oh, yes! and chompo-bar delights! A Birthday 
for Francis = favorite childhood read aloud #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796676452581376 - #111 
tweet details

@HSEnglishTeach #titletalk I use read alouds to turn my students on to new 
authors and genres 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796686116261888 - #112 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks I remember my 4th grade teacher reading Superfudge & Bridge 
to Terabithia. Don't remember much else being read aloud, sadly. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796722900316160 - #113 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Best memories were read alouds with my step-dad. Stuart 
Little, Hobbit, Are You There God? It's Me Margaret (LOL!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796733423812609 - #114 
tweet details

@literacydocent My favorite RA as a child was Where the Red Fern Grows.. My 
dad would read it aloud to me because it was his favorite book #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796735248334848 - #115 
tweet details

@MsHoughton Night of the Twisters by Ivy Ruckman. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796745444696064 - #116 
tweet details

@AmyRass Best family time: husband reading Indian in the Cupboard to our 
children #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796765963227136 - #117 
tweet details

@mindi_r @colbysharp #titletalk I know. First remembered read aloud was a kiddie 
lit class in college. Prof read Tuc… (cont) http://t.co/mHaLTG5J 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796771847847936 - #118 
tweet details

@TWRCtankcom I also loved listening to Blueberries for Sal and then going out to 
pick blueberries. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796798552969216 - #119 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac #titletalk I loved Anne of Green Gables when I was little or any 
fairytale 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796824146612224 - #120 
tweet details

@mindi_r @MrErving #titletalk It was horrid. It was the seventies. 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796829922168832 - #121 
tweet details

@jennann516 Favorite read aloud at home was GOODNIGHT MOON and anything 
Dr. Seuss! #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:02:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796835022438401 - #122 
tweet details

@pageintraining I also loved it when my dad would read Teddy Bears Cure a Cold 
by Susanna Gretz when I was sick #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796854249136128 - #123 
tweet details

@fosterdogs I read Charlotte's web and old yeller to my kids and story books every 
night #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796856321122304 - #124 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I don't remember lots of read alouds at school. Mostly recall 
reading with my children and students as an adult. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796863451439104 - #125 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Tales of the 4th grade nothing. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796866735587328 - #126 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher Charlie and the Chocolate Factory was a fav read aloud #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:02:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796869948416002 - #127 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer I have my old copy of And To Think I Saw It On Mulberry Street 
from my childhood #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796893851762688 - #128 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I think I had a 5th grade teacher read A Taste of Blackberries to 
us. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796905667100672 - #129 
tweet details

@literacydocent Also loved Sylvester and the Magic Pebble. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796944967729153 - #130 
tweet details

@HSEnglishTeach #titletalk Hatchet by Gary Paulsen was read aloud to me in 5th 
grade and it was the best ever! 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796962491547648 - #131 
tweet details

@Aluchies My mom always read a book that tied into our vacation...Anne of Green 
Gables on PEI, Brighty of the G. Canyon when we hiked it #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796964462862336 - #132 
tweet details

@colbysharp What grade did teachers stop reading aloud to you in school? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796973300252672 - #133 
tweet details

@mercolleen @mindi_r - Me either. I read a ton on my own, but I think I stopped 
being read to when my parents stopped putting me to bed. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796977515532288 - #134 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch @MaryAnnScheuer @donalynbooks Chompo bars! Loved Bread 
and Jam, too! #titletalk #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:03:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130796993474871298 - #135 
tweet details

@jennann516 @AmyRass I loved Indian in the Cupboard and had completely 
forgotten about it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797000080887809 - #136 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva In the classroom I read to my students daily they would not let 
me skip it for anything. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797002945605635 - #137 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @mindi_r I also cannot remember a teacher reading aloud. :
( #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797011929800704 - #138 
tweet details

@donalynbooks My mother read all of Dr. Seuss' books to us. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797019768954883 - #139 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr I loved having my uncle read Charlotte's Web to me. After I got 
better at reading, I would read it to him. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797063855288320 - #140 
tweet details

@mercolleen Now I am read to every day on my commute by audiobooks! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797066988421120 - #141 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier I honestly don't remember being read to as a kid. I'm sure I was, 
but I can't remember a single title. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797072965312513 - #142 
tweet details

@pageintraining The last regular school reading aloud I had was in sixth grade 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797101155237888 - #143 
tweet details

@MsHoughton I remember people braiding hair during read alouds after lunch. 
#shorthairsuckedthen #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:03:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797102660984833 - #144 
tweet details

@jmaschari I only remember being read to in school during the 4th grade, though 
read alouds at home were very important. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797150325047296 - #145 
tweet details

@colbysharp @ChocolateAir Glad you guys are reading to your students! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797159720304641 - #146 
tweet details

@literacydocent @frankisibberson Love Taste of Blackberries. Powerful RA for 
upper grades. Also like On My Honor as read aloud for upper grades. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797167815294977 - #147 
tweet details

@MsHoughton Junior high (7th grade). #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797168897441792 - #148 
tweet details
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@mbheartsbooks @donalynbooks I still have my Frances books from when I was 
little #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797176845639680 - #149 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer my biggest challenge: so much I want to read aloud - how to 
choose?? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797187687907328 - #150 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @HSeslteacher Any Roald Dahl book makes a great read aloud 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797188363194369 - #151 
tweet details

@Mrs_Laf I can't remember my parents reading to me. But favorites with my kids? 
The Hobbit and A Wrinkle in Time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797213327691777 - #152 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @donalynbooks loved all of Francis' songs! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797217974976513 - #153 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer 7th grade was when i wasn't read to for the first time in school. 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797220604805122 - #154 
tweet details

@CBethM I use read alouds for shared experience with my high schoolers. Reading 
Dear Bully now. But have read Graveyard Book & others. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797223712800768 - #155 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker I don't remember any read-alouds from my childhood, at school or at 
home. I was always more of an independent reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797224350326784 - #156 
tweet details

@NataliaOrtega My fourth grade teacher was a professional storyteller so we were 
spoiled :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797243233087488 - #157 
tweet details

@colbysharp I can't remember being read aloud to after sixth grade:( #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797244030001152 - #158 
tweet details

@jmaschari @FoodieBooklvr What a wonderful experience and memory! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797264389160961 - #159 
tweet details

@donalynbooks . @mercolleen I think this is true for many parents. They stop 
reading aloud/ with kids when the children read independently. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797268935782400 - #160 
tweet details

@jennann516 @colbysharp I think my 5th grade teacher (MANIAC MAGEE, 
SUPERFUDGE, etc.) was my last teacher to do RA with me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797270512844800 - #161 
tweet details
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@karenterlecky @donalynbooks Dr. Suess was popular with my mom as well! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797273771806721 - #162 
tweet details

@pageintraining My college history prof read aloud to us one day from Mark Twain, 
incredibly moving #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797300359495680 - #163 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @colbysharp Me either #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797322803228672 - #164 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I remember being sad when both my girls were past reading 
aloud at bedtime. We did it until they were in jr. high. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797371989827584 - #165 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @karenterlecky @mindi_r Same here... lots @ home, not @ 
school #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:04:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797372648333313 - #166 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer Do you let your kids draw while you read aloud in class? Does 
it distract, or allow kids to enjoy and have an outlet? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797390226661376 - #167 
tweet details

@MrErving I think teacher stopped reading aloud around 6/7th grade. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797426217975808 - #168 
tweet details

@literacydocent Very sad but true for so many students today too.RT 
@colbysharp: I cant remember being read aloud to after sixth grade:( #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797431364390912 - #169 
tweet details

@JoCSin603 Will our students remember what we read to them? #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797432882733056 - #170 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher I can't remember read alouds past 5th grade. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797442592538624 - #171 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @ChocolateAir @mindi_r That is mind-boggling! Not even in early 
elementary school? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797444308008962 - #172 
tweet details

@ncarroll24 @Jeremybballer my fourth grade teacher read Charlie & the chocolate 
factory #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797444450631680 - #173 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Why do you think that parents and teachers stop reading aloud to 
kids? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797471185125376 - #174 
tweet details

@jennann516 @MrErving @AmyRass I read the whole series when I was young! 
#titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:05:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797476377669632 - #175 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog I'm wondering what people do during/after RA time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797493117128705 - #176 
tweet details

@jmaschari I did have a high school teacher read poetry out loud as well as picture 
books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797496418058240 - #177 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @MWLibraryDiva: I remember being sad when both my 
girls were past reading aloud at bedtime. We did it until jr. high. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797521583882240 - #178 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana My h.s. Shakespeare teacher read aloud. Reason I love the Bard. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797527229399040 - #179 
tweet details

@fosterdogs so, Read Alouds straight? Or voices and characterization? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797529846657024 - #180 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin Dr. Seuss and Chronicles of Narnia #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797536062607361 - #181 
tweet details

@CBethM @mindi_r I don't remember a lot of read alouds when I was a student. 
But at home? Dad still reads to me. :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797534670106625 - #182 
tweet details

@HSEnglishTeach #titletalk Roald Dahl is a great author to read aloud: George's 
Marvelous Medicine, and James & the Giant Peach 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797603121147905 - #183 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @donalynbooks Maybe they and the kids think it is "babyish"? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797606501748736 - #184 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @MaryAnnScheuer My students participate in a backchannel 
discussion using http://t.co/nTe7WSP6 during read alouds. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:05:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797626256920576 - #185 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @MaryAnnScheuer I try to pick bks I don't think kids will choose on 
their own and that I don't think our librarian will share. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797633534038017 - #186 
tweet details

@NataliaOrtega @MaryAnnScheuer I've always been a doodler so I let my kids do 
it while I read #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797633949286400 - #187 
tweet details

@AnneClark7 I remember in college a TS Eliot recording played for us of The 
Wasteland. Loved it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797658951524352 - #188 
tweet details
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@colbysharp @donalynbooks Busy? I just don't think they understand the 
importance. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797660528578562 - #189 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks I didn't really enjoy being read aloud to after 
4th/5th grade. I liked reading on my own then. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797678564085760 - #190 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @CBethM that makes me weepy - so lovely about your dad! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797677578420225 - #191 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I don't think very many teachers in my school read aloud too 
much test prep curriculum makes me so sad. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797700366086144 - #192 
tweet details

@jennann516 @MaryAnnScheuer I've wondered the same thing. Some students 
focus better this way, others are distracted. What do you do? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797738827845633 - #193 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @MaryAnnScheuer an issue with me every yr; lots of thought goes 
into it in summer, and out the window when find great new bks! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797739599593473 - #194 
tweet details

@MsHoughton My education prof read Cynthia Lord's Rules aloud to us. Blew my 
mind. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797757328928768 - #195 
tweet details

@mindi_r @Steph_SMac #titletalk Early elementary school was almost 35 years 
ago. I barely remember yesterday! :-) 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797757135982593 - #196 
tweet details

@Annie_Liz #titletalk I think WE think kids think it's babyish - but once you get 
going, if it's engaging, they're hooked no matter what their age. 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797767177154562 - #197 
tweet details

@ananda816 trying to learn how to chat at #titletalk about read alouds 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797768217333760 - #198 
tweet details

@jmaschari @donalynbooks Think they don't understand the value in read alouds 
once students are independent but read alouds still essential #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797772478750721 - #199 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer One of the biggest reasons teachers stop is because they feel 
they don't have time. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797775599316994 - #200 
tweet details

@MrErving A professor in my master's program at @loyolamarymount read aloud a 
picture book at the end of each class. #lovedit #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797784638046209 - #201 
tweet details
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@Mrs_Laf @fosterdogs Voices!! Otherwise... What is the point? : ) #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797785346875392 - #202 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @donalynbooks I think parents assume once kids are 
independent readers they don't want to be read to. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797793051811841 - #203 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @fosterdogs #titletalk Absolutely! I'm a high school teacher, and 
even 10th graders love voices and characterization! 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797807534739456 - #204 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @Steph_SMac I know it sounds odd, but I really don't remember. 
Must have had teachers reading, right? None that impacted me? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797808759472128 - #205 
tweet details

@TeacherMotherRe Teach reading strategies such as visualization to practice 
during read-alouds! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797819622727682 - #206 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @MWLibraryDiva Me, too. So much pressure to squeeze in 
other things.#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797820612591617 - #207 
tweet details

@ReadingVacation @donalynbooks Some kids think they are too old for that. They 
think it's only for little kids. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797831622639616 - #208 
tweet details

@colbysharp I love when I have fourth graders that are read aloud to by their 
parents. They always seems to be pretty rock star readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797846516596736 - #209 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 I still love being read to... perhaps why I love audio books so much 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797847883952129 - #210 
tweet details

@HSEnglishTeach @donalynbooks #titletalk I think they feel that kids grow out of 
it, though I disagree with that idea 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797864866684929 - #211 
tweet details

@TWRCtankcom I had many gr8 professors read aloud. They introduced me 2 
wonderful books incl. my favorite book to read aloud: Piggie Pie #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797866288558080 - #212 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I teach HS seniors and read aloud to them. :) They enjoy "story 
time". Reading "3 Rivers Rising" after they rd Johnstown Flood #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:06:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797873158828033 - #213 
tweet details

@beckybakeroo #titletalk : 1 of 5 biggest ways to capture the brain's attention : 
Read-Aloud, music, movement, being kind, humor. 
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Mon Oct 31 00:06:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797875788648448 - #214 
tweet details

@jmaschari @Jeremybballer I think time is also a big issue - I really have to work to 
carve out the time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797913545768960 - #215 
tweet details

@Aluchies @thebooksupplier @MaryAnnScheuer what age? using what devices to 
backchannel? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797924023152640 - #216 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I write read alouds into my lesson plans. If ind. reading is #1 for 
improving students' reading, I think read alouds are #2. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797934701838336 - #217 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @donalynbooks I'm always telling my students' parents to read to 
their kids - or at the least read the same books @ same time #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797946798211072 - #218 
tweet details

@AnneClark7 Favorite time being read to lately: Lester Laminack reading Armadilly 
Chili. That man can read! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797950975737856 - #219 
tweet details

@NataliaOrtega My students do not get read to at home so I know how important it 
is for me to do so in the classroom. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797953337147392 - #220 
tweet details

@jennann516 @donalynbooks Misconception that kids get "too old," so we stop. 
But I don't think there's an age that is ever too old. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797973851480064 - #221 
tweet details

@literacydocent @donalynbooks I think parents stop bcause they think they r 
"helping" child become better reader. I don't get why teacher do #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797975084597248 - #222 
tweet details

@pageintraining Me too! RT @LibLaura5: I still love being read to... perhaps why I 
love audio books so much #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797976984629248 - #223 
tweet details

@mindi_r @donalynbooks #titletalk My kids get frustrated when we read aloud now. 
They both have different tastes an… (cont) http://t.co/gG4kJDjO 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797986107232257 - #224 
tweet details

@mentortexts Remember this dad who read to his daughter every night until 
college? Love it! http://t.co/e6zXpB47 #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797989429125120 - #225 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @beckybakeroo: 1 of 5 biggest ways to capture the brains 
attention : Read-Aloud, music, movement, being kind, humor. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797990813245441 - #226 
tweet details

@colbysharp @LibLaura5 Nothing like a good audio book. I listen for at least one 
hour each day:) #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:07:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130797999537405953 - #227 
tweet details

@fosterdogs @ProfessorNana did you follow along in the book or just listen to 
shakespeare being read? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798017589686272 - #228 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @beckybakeroo: 1 of 5 biggest ways to capture the brains 
attention : Read-Aloud, music, movement, being kind, humor. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798029090463745 - #229 
tweet details

@Lori_HG Just joining in #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798051701964800 - #230 
tweet details

@HSEnglishTeach @frankisibberson @donalynbooks #titletalk Do you think book 
talks rather than read alouds are more effective after 4th and 5th grade? 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798065413144576 - #231 
tweet details

@jmaschari I know for my students, read aloud time is one of the favorite times of 
day. The LOVE it and don't want me to stop reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798076012134400 - #232 
tweet details

@MsHoughton I use my read-alouds to anchor my whole-group CAFE lessons, so 
after, kids go to their #Daily5 choice. @PolkaDotOwlBlog #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798103258341376 - #233 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @Aluchies I teach 8th grade and I have a netbook cart in my 
classroom. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:07:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798125798539264 - #234 
tweet details

@ClaudiaSwisher #titletalk Fri. in class, dressed as Cat in the Hat, I read book of 
same name -- to highschoolers. They loved it. We analyzed word choice 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798141028044800 - #235 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I love when I attend prof. dev. and a book is read aloud as an 
anchor text. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798148946890752 - #236 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @colbysharp: @LibLaura5 Nothing like a good audio book. 
I listen for at least one hour each day:) <= absolutely! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798150335217665 - #237 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @donalynbooks actually a block in my planning every day - so 
important! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798151744503808 - #238 
tweet details

@mentortexts I am so looking forward to all the read alouds I can do with my 
kiddos as they get older! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798166055460864 - #239 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher I'm interested in RA titles for college. RT @pageintraining: My 
college history prof read aloud to us one day from Mark Twain #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:08:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798170736304128 - #240 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I have discovered the joy of audio books this year. Listen in the 
car back and forth to work. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798200046092289 - #241 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @jennann516 totally agree! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798201073713152 - #242 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana My mom was told to let me read to her. Think that's where read 
aloud went for me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798234909147136 - #243 
tweet details

@beckybakeroo #titletalk : Just finished "Love that Dog". I want to be Miss 
Stretchberry! Another excellent ra was "Pirates Don't Change Diapers" 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798244010803201 - #244 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @fosterdogs For me, it depends on whether the text is serious or 
not. In serious books, voices need to be subtler. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798247714361344 - #245 
tweet details

@mercolleen @NataliaOrtega I let the kids doodle too ... lots of Chubby Checker 
cartoons this week after showing video to illustrate O.Yoda #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798263321362433 - #246 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier One of my university professors starts every class with a read 
aloud. We love it (and we're doctoral students). #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798265468858368 - #247 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @jmaschari #titletalk I like using 10 minutes on Mondays when kids 
are readjusting from the weekend. I share what I read over the weekend 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798268992065536 - #248 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I find that as my girls get older, talking about books and sharing 
them that way is as fun as read aloud when they were younger #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798286062891010 - #249 
tweet details

@MrErving once students can read well on their own, many teachers probably feel 
it's no longer appropriate to read aloud. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798288881459201 - #250 
tweet details

@colbysharp How do you teach reading without reading aloud? Can you? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798293201588225 - #251 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin Def. over by 7th. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798292719247360 - #252 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @thereadingzone at my school they mock read alouds. I always 
read aloud to my middle school students. #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:08:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798295688806400 - #253 
tweet details

@CBethM @frankisibberson I link read alouds and audio books in my mind. Some I 
know if read faster & prefer to read instead of listen to. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798294728323072 - #254 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @MsHoughton I was thinking of that, too. But then I hear it 
should be simply for enjoyment and not instruction #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798312155643905 - #255 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer listening to audiobooks helped me become a stronger teacher, 
reading aloud with expression, reaching different students #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798321110482944 - #256 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Listening to audiobooks as well. I love it. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798336092549121 - #257 
tweet details

@bethilene love read alouds. maybe even more than my students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798366379614208 - #258 
tweet details

@mentortexts @donalynbooks I listen back and forth on the way to work, too! I'm in 
the car 45 minutes both way. Great way to get reading done! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:08:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798370766860289 - #259 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @MaryAnnScheuer @colbysharp @LibLaura5 Great resource for 
struggling readers. They can even upload to their iPods #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798390542999552 - #260 
tweet details

@TeacherThompson I teach 8th grade and LOVE read-alouds because they build 
community in each hour. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798391365091329 - #261 
tweet details

@JoCSin603 @colbysharp No! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798397467803648 - #262 
tweet details

@NataliaOrtega @colbysharp I bet you they are also better writers. My students 
lack that sense of story, so writing fiction is a struggle #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798410570805248 - #263 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Why do you use read alouds in your classroom? What are the 
benefits for students and you? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798412357582849 - #264 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I read Mark Twain to my fifth graders and really got into it to the 
point other teacher came in to see what was going on. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798438320324608 - #265 
tweet details

@jmaschari @Steph_SMac I love this idea! Teacher as a model reader is so 
essential. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798447245799424 - #266 
tweet details
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@TeacherMotherRe @ProfessorNana Great idea to let children read-aloud too. 
Read aloud is about sharing the book together. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798488857493505 - #267 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @colbysharp I don't think so. I like to use it to work on strategies 
with struggling readers. Takes the pressure off. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798495882936321 - #268 
tweet details

@MrErving In high school we engaged in a lot of shared reading, texts like 1984 
and The Joy Luck Club #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798498563104768 - #269 
tweet details

@HSEnglishTeach @donalynbooks #titletalk So after 4th and 5yth grade we switch 
from Read Alouds to Book Talks 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798504854552577 - #270 
tweet details

@colbysharp @mentortexts No way I could get my reading done without 
audiobooks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798512513351680 - #271 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr My class last yr LOVED when I read them picture books. These 
are 6th graders we're talking about. Don't tell me kids are too old. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798516082720768 - #272 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @HSEnglishTeach I don't think either or... need BOTH! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798518741897219 - #273 
tweet details

@jennann516 @TeacherMotherRe Could have them doodle/sketch what they 
visualize? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798531702304769 - #274 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @Anastasiawords I think a lot of HSers may start our mocking, 
but power through and they get hooked. May take a while! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798535863058432 - #275 
tweet details

@ncarroll24 @donalynbooks I think it becomes a time issue for both. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798545740644352 - #276 
tweet details

@gilkatgil Would love some great titles for middle school read alouds #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798568574435328 - #277 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @TeacherThompson: I teach 8th grade and LOVE read-
alouds because they build community in each hour. <= audiobooks too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798573079105536 - #278 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @colbysharp I have done it for 5 years w/o. I feel terrible about 
it, but no one ever mentioned it or talked about it in college. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798577072095232 - #279 
tweet details
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@shighley RT @MaryAnnScheuer: listening to audiobooks helped me become 
stronger teacher, reading aloud w expression, reaching diff students #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798590913290240 - #280 
tweet details

@Mrs_Laf I love reading aloud & my students love it too. But I often feel I am 
pressured to let them "do it on their own." #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798597422850048 - #281 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @donalynbooks I think they stop because they don't see the 
value in it #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798605232648193 - #282 
tweet details

@mentortexts I send audiobooks home and ask parents to get audiobooks from 
library when my students are learning English as a second language. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798611079507970 - #283 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @colbysharp for me, thinking and enjoyment that comes out of 
read aloud is intertwined throughout reading workshop #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798611415048192 - #284 
tweet details

@literacydocent RA intros readers to new titles, authors, illustrators, genres, text 
structures #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798619728150529 - #285 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @PolkaDotOwlBlog @MsHoughton There are many reasons to 
read. We need to teach enjoyment as well as critical reading for sure #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:09:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798624887160833 - #286 
tweet details

@jmaschari @donalynbooks Introduction to different genres + books, sharing 
stories + a love of books, encouraging growing readers #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798656642228224 - #287 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @HSEnglishTeach No! We need to do both! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798674325413889 - #288 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker I use read alouds to introduce students to great books they might 
not otherwise know about or pick up. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798679643783168 - #289 
tweet details

@HSEnglishTeach @donalynbooks #titletalk Turning students onto new authors 
and genres 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798681304727554 - #290 
tweet details

@literacydocent RA builds community #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798682588192768 - #291 
tweet details

@mre_tweet @literacydocent @frankisibberson In the middle of ON MY HONOR 
now. breathtaking #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798685935243264 - #292 
tweet details
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@MWLibraryDiva I heard from someone you need a read aloud for the art of it, and 
a read aloud for info, and one for modeling good reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798686820237312 - #293 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir “A book burrows into your life in a very profound way because the 
experience of reading is not passive.” Erica Jong #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798696760737792 - #294 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @colbysharp II'm not a good listener of audiobooks. My mind 
wanders. Better when I can see text. Wish I could fix that. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798703446470657 - #295 
tweet details

@JoCSin603 @donalynbooks to model comprehension and thinking strategies for 
one... #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798711684075522 - #296 
tweet details

@pageintraining My teacher read Twain's War Prayer, a short story 
@HSeslteacher #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798719502262272 - #297 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch I use read alouds to build vocabulary, model good reading. My little 
groups love to get very close to a book and ask ?s. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798730004807680 - #298 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Read alouds need to be used to expose students to all of the 
genres available. We can't cover every genre in our curriculum. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798739114827776 - #299 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher @MrErving What were some of the titles read aloud in your 
master's program? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798747163688960 - #300 
tweet details

@AmyRass I read Give a Boy a Gun to my 9 graders at the first of the year. They 
loved it. Totally engaged in the whole book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798752406568962 - #301 
tweet details

@literacydocent RA provides opportunities to extend discussions #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798763789910016 - #302 
tweet details

@MsHoughton RT @literacydocent: RA intros readers to new titles, authors, 
illustrators, genres, text structures #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798770513379328 - #303 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @donalynbooks using read-alouds is important to build 
community and a shared experience. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798811303002112 - #304 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker With younger students, read alouds model good reading skills as 
well. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798816411652096 - #305 
tweet details
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@mre_tweet Oh no! the timer for the pumpkin seeds! back in a sec #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798822271090688 - #306 
tweet details

@literacydocent RA provides access to books that readers might not be about to 
experience on their own. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798831469211649 - #307 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Reasons for reading aloud to children #1: Builds community. 
Creates a common experience. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798831838314496 - #308 
tweet details

@colbysharp I do two read alouds a day. One with my mini-lesson-usually a picture 
book, and one-a chapter book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798840608595968 - #309 
tweet details

@bethilene highly recommend "justin case: school, drool, and other daily disasters" 
for read aloud. middle schoolers & i really enjoyed it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798844463157248 - #310 
tweet details

@mindi_r @HSEnglishTeach #titletalk I read aloud to my 7th graders every day, 
either the novel we're sharing or a poem… (cont) http://t.co/OyBQvuXt 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798853157961728 - #311 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @mentortexts what format are you using for audiobooks now? 
we have so many cassettes and are struggling with how to handle #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798859122253824 - #312 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer I want my students to learn tone and voice. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798861173276673 - #313 
tweet details

@frankisibberson For me, read aloud is more about talk and relationships around 
the talk. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798862888742913 - #314 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @donalynbooks: Reasons for reading aloud to children #1: 
Builds community. Creates a common experience. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:10:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798884128694274 - #315 
tweet details

@TeacherThompson #titletalk this year, my fellow ELA teachers in 6th 7th 8th are 
all reading Edward's Eyes by Patricia MacLachlan to our students. Powerful! 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798893146456064 - #316 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @frankisibberson I've found that I like the audiobooks of books 
I've already read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798906442383360 - #317 
tweet details

@AmyRass @TeacherThompson How much of each day's classtime for read 
alouds? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798912675127296 - #318 
tweet details
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@Anastasiawords #titletalk I remb in 8th grade a teacher read aloud Wuthering 
Heights. #lovedit 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798914000535552 - #319 
tweet details

@jmaschari RA can help introduce students to more difficult and complex stories, 
themes, structures etc. - gives students support #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798920258420736 - #320 
tweet details

@literacydocent RA provides demonstrations of oral reading and fluency. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798923450298369 - #321 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @MrErving Great titles! I've recently done Water for Elephants with 
sophomores #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798928173080576 - #322 
tweet details

@bethilene @donalynbooks love francis! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798929028714497 - #323 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read I often have a copy of the bk for each student 2 follow along w/, or I 
freeze pgs w/the document camera when I Read aloud #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798964588019713 - #324 
tweet details

@NataliaOrtega @mentortexts I have an audiolibrary for my ELLs to borrow 
from..it's been a huge deal. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798965586280448 - #325 
tweet details

@mentortexts My students are delayed in language development because of their 
hearing loss . Reading aloud is a great way to get vocab in. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798984812957696 - #326 
tweet details

@literacydocent RA is about teaching children why to read, not just how to read. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798993713278976 - #327 
tweet details

@cinnamondeb I use read alouds to pique student interest in books to get them to 
use classroom library more #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130798997525893124 - #328 
tweet details

@colbysharp We can't forget one very important reason to read aloud: KIDS LOVE 
IT! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799000428347393 - #329 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @PolkaDotOwlBlog I do "for enjoyment" read alouds when we go to 
the library right before check out. No lessons then. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799006375874560 - #330 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @MaryAnnScheuer I visualize in a different way being read 2 (w/ 
audio) than reading print -tapping in to another part of brain? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799012281450496 - #331 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks Reasons for reading aloud to children. #2: Models what fluent 
reading sounds likes. Vital for ELL and developing readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799017914400768 - #332 
tweet details

@pageintraining I need to use read alouds more as hooks to books in the library 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799020867203072 - #333 
tweet details

@AnneClark7 RT@literacydocent RA provides access to books that readers might 
not be about to experience on their own. YES!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799030803505153 - #334 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana had principal once tell me that if kids had head on desks or were 
doodling, they were not listening. YIKES! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799040639139841 - #335 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch RT @frankisibberson: For me, read aloud is more about talk and 
relationships around the talk. <== YES! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799041733853185 - #336 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @literacydocent yes to everything you said! Also models for them 
thinking as u begin bk; then questioning as you continue to read #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799050424451072 - #337 
tweet details

@literacydocent RA is about teaching students what pleasures await them between 
the covers of a good book #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799057194074112 - #338 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @Anastasiawords @thereadingzone that mocking is sad! I read 
aloud daily to my middle schoolers! They would be sad if I didn't! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799075841937408 - #339 
tweet details

@jmaschari @frankisibberson YES! the talk that my students and I have had 
around A TALE DARK AND GRIMM was fantastic #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799083181973504 - #340 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @donalynbooks: Reasons for reading aloud to children #1: Builds 
community. Creates a common experience. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799084700311552 - #341 
tweet details

@TWRCtankcom Reading aloud from texts related 2 UR content builds the 
background knowledge students need to make sense of challenging content. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799119856963585 - #342 
tweet details

@MsHoughton Same. RT @colbysharp I do two read alouds a day. One with my 
mini-lesson-usually a picture book, and one-a chapter book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:11:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799124466515968 - #343 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @colbysharp: RT @donalynbooks: Reasons for reading 
aloud to children #1: Builds community. Creates a common experience. #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:11:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799126572056577 - #344 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @LibLaura5 @HSEnglishTeach Absolutely both. The more reading 
is modeled, the stronger readers students will become #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799146566299648 - #345 
tweet details

@literacydocent RA allows me to be what Shirley Brice Heath calls a “joyful 
promoter of reading and books” #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799166250168320 - #346 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @donalynbooks Having kids do so much independent reading 
gets lonely. They need a shared experience too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799166753488896 - #347 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog What do you do when you know certain kids really don't like 
the book? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799170255716352 - #348 
tweet details

@beckybakeroo #titletalk : Long, but great: Molly Moon's Incredible Book of 
Hypnotism, Ida B. Another fav for discussion: The Jacket by A. Clements. 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799177583173632 - #349 
tweet details

@bethilene one of the read aloud i remember from school is "where the sidewalk 
ends". been hooked on them ever since! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799216443408385 - #350 
tweet details

@mentortexts @maryannscheuer I put audiobooks on an iPod or a flash drive for 
them to take home. I want to get some cheap MP3s this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799235066105856 - #351 
tweet details

@cinnamondeb I use read alouds to share examples of great writing including 
#SixTraits #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799238413160448 - #352 
tweet details

@shighley Teachers can use part of books and not feel they need to read entire 
thing aloud.Just give students a taste and develop curiosity #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799247330258945 - #353 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @colbysharp same here! So many books - lots of commuting time 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799250912182272 - #354 
tweet details

@pkpam #titletalk fav read alouds I've read: mrs. Frisky and the Rats of NIMH & 
Charlie & the Chocolate Factory 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799281278951424 - #355 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir RT @literacydocent: RA allows me to be what Shirley Brice Heath 
calls a “joyful promoter of reading and books” #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799290707742720 - #356 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @PolkaDotOwlBlog We talk honestly about when students don't 
like a book. How the reading experience may be diff. #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:12:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799313650593792 - #357 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker I like to incorporate read alouds into my booktalks too. Sometimes 
reading aloud the beginning or excerpt can really hook kids! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799319044460546 - #358 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @thereadingzone #titletalk thanks - it's actually the teachers that 
mock it. 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799323511398400 - #359 
tweet details

@jennann516 When talking read alouds, are you including only "books" or also 
articles, news, essays, etc? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799346248728576 - #360 
tweet details

@MrErving RT @colbysharp: RT @donalynbooks: Reasons for reading aloud to 
children #1: Builds community. Creates a common experience. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799349440589824 - #361 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @colbysharp: We cant forget one very important reason to read 
aloud: KIDS LOVE IT! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799367933276161 - #362 
tweet details

@Aluchies RT @literacydocent: RA is about teaching children why to read, not just 
how to read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799368059109377 - #363 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @colbysharp: We cant forget one very important reason to 
read aloud: KIDS LOVE IT! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799372819644416 - #364 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @mbheartsbooks @Anastasiawords @thereadingzone Haters are 
always going to hate. We just need to keep proving them wrong. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:12:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799375659188224 - #365 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Reasons for reading aloud to children. #3 Instructional purposes. 
Mentor texts for writing and literary elements. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799393791160320 - #366 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk I use read alouds to build community. We don't do whole class 
novels, so this is a way to shar… (cont) http://t.co/3zYslLN7 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799393187176448 - #367 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @Anastasiawords That's awful!!! :( #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799399268917248 - #368 
tweet details

@Mrs_Laf I read short stories aloud a lot. We then have a common experience of 
the story to discuss. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799416939528192 - #369 
tweet details

@pkpam #titletalk my teachers read the entire Chronicles of Narnia to us in grades 
4-6. 
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Mon Oct 31 00:13:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799430520672257 - #370 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @FoodieBooklvr: @donalynbooks using read-alouds is 
important to build community and a shared experience. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799438481465346 - #371 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @colbysharp: RT @donalynbooks: Reasons for reading 
aloud to children #1: Builds community. Creates a common experience. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799447188844545 - #372 
tweet details

@literacydocent @colbysharp I read aloud 6 times during the day. Kids remind me 
if I miss one. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799448908513281 - #373 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva When kids don't like a book, talk about reasons for abandoning 
and try another one. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799447360815104 - #374 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @PolkaDotOwlBlog One of the tenants of the "Reader's bill of 
Rights" says you can abandon books. I've abandoned them before. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799472799268866 - #375 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @donalynbooks: Reasons for reading aloud to children #1: 
Builds community. Creates a common experience. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799497071706114 - #376 
tweet details

@jennann516 And what do you DO with the RA afterward to process? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799511915339776 - #377 
tweet details

@MrErving RT @literacydocent: RA intros readers to new titles, authors, 
illustrators, genres, text structures #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799514683584513 - #378 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Sharing how a writer writes is another reason for RA. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799539098615809 - #379 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @FoodieBooklvr I teach 6th gd too, and I think they love the pic bk 
read loads more than ch book ones! :) #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799539396419584 - #380 
tweet details

@MsHoughton I often do this in wrtng wksp lessons @shighley Teachers can use 
part of books and not feel they need to read entire thing aloud. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799559025770496 - #381 
tweet details

@colbysharp Read alouds are a great equalizer. I have fourth graders reading at a 
first grade level, but they can take in a book read aloud #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799589547716609 - #382 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr How do we get more teachers to see the value in read-alouds 
instead of whole-class novels? #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:13:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799596061458433 - #383 
tweet details

@AmyRass @MWLibraryDiva Excellent reasons to read aloud : 1) art, 2) info, 3) 
modeling. Very true. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799611660079105 - #384 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @lkstrohecker: I incorporate read alouds into my booktalks. Reading 
aloud the beginning or excerpt can really hook kids! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:13:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799644103020545 - #385 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch @literacydocent RA 6 times with same class? Awesome! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799647244558337 - #386 
tweet details

@thereadingzone One of my best teaching exps. came through RA. My kids and I 
read THE UNDERNEATH and emailed Kathi Appelt. She emailed back. 1/2 #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799676902477824 - #387 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @donalynbooks: Reasons 4 reading aloud to children. #3 
Instructional purposes. Mentor texts for writing and literary elements. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799680547340289 - #388 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @donalynbooks as a way for students to experience books they 
may not read on own & for to share books I've fallen in love with #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799692513685504 - #389 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @literacydocent: RA is about teaching children why to read, 
not just how to read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799703561482240 - #390 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 YES!!! RT @colbysharp: We can't forget one very important reason to 
read aloud: KIDS LOVE IT! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799740370690048 - #391 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @FoodieBooklvr: @donalynbooks Having kids do so much 
independent reading gets lonely. They need a shared experience too. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799755717640195 - #392 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @thereadingzone Isn't it? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799768715804672 - #393 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Reasons for reading aloud to children. #4 Remind everyone that 
reading is enjoyable. No higher purpose. Just fun! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799771941224448 - #394 
tweet details

@bethilene when i'm not at school, students don't want the sub to do the read 
aloud. sub doesn't read it the same way i do (per students). #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799778622746624 - #395 
tweet details

@thereadingzone We built a relationship and I now consider her a friend. She was 
fabulous to my 6th graders! 2/2 #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:14:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799781206429697 - #396 
tweet details

@Lori_HG I always did read alouds everyday after recess! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799794338803712 - #397 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @colbysharp: RA's r a gr8 equalizer. I have 4th graders 
reading at a 1st grade level, but they can take in a book read aloud #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799821824065537 - #398 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer I agree colbysharp with the reading level comment. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799825926098944 - #399 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I used to have a discussion after RA about what they liked or 
didn't and what they understood or needed more discussion about. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799829847781376 - #400 
tweet details

@jmaschari RA can be good for introducing new books into classroom library - 
gives readers a taste and encourages them to check out book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799852559941632 - #401 
tweet details

@mrsjezell Great topic on #titletalk tonight. Was just pondering my read aloud 
choices for the upcoming week. Can't wait! 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799859610558465 - #402 
tweet details

@TWRCtankcom I can think of many reasons to read aloud to children. I cannot 
think of one reason NOT to read aloud to them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799861372170240 - #403 
tweet details

@jennann516 My 9th grs RT @colbysharp: Read alouds are gr8 equalizer. I have 
4th gr reading at a 1st gr lvl, but can take in book read aloud #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799868791894018 - #404 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @donalynbooks: Reasons for RA to children. #4 Remind 
everyone that reading is enjoyable. No higher purpose. Just fun! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:14:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799895207624704 - #405 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @colbysharp WOW. I bow down to you. How do you fit it all in? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799911540240384 - #406 
tweet details

@NataliaOrtega RT @donalynbooks: Reasons for reading aloud to children. #2: 
Models what fluent reading sounds likes. Vital for ELLs #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799916300775424 - #407 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch Read aloud is also great equalizer for ELLs #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799935229665284 - #408 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @jennann516: When talking read alouds, are you including 
only "books" or also articles, news, essays, etc? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799943496646656 - #409 
tweet details
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@MaryAnnScheuer RT @donalynbooks: Reasons for reading aloud to children. #4 
Remind everyone that reading is enjoyable. No higher purpose. fun! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799949024739328 - #410 
tweet details

@literacydocent RT @TWRCtankcom: I can think of many reasons to read aloud to 
children. I cannot think of one reason NOT to read aloud to them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799955832078336 - #411 
tweet details

@jmaschari @thereadingzone What a fantastic, authentic experience. Love that. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799963218255872 - #412 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @colbysharp: Read alouds are gr8 equalizer. I have 4th gr 
reading at a 1st gr lvl, but can take in book read aloud #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799987029319680 - #413 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @donalynbooks: Reasons for reading aloud to children. #4 Reading 
is enjoyable. No higher purpose. Just fun! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130799993173979137 - #414 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Yes! Another way for reluctant or struggling readers to enjoy books. 
RT @colbysharp: Read alouds are a great equalizer. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800006352470016 - #415 
tweet details

@TeacherMotherRe @jennann516 I like reading aloud articles to my 8th graders. 
from opinion pages and such #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800005983379456 - #416 
tweet details

@rivas_barbara RT @ProfessorNana: had principal once tell me that if kids had 
head on desks or were doodling, they were not listening. YIKES! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800016519475200 - #417 
tweet details

@beckybakeroo Interactive RA in my rm. We stop & jot, partner up, & silent think. 
RT @jennann516: And what do you DO with the RA to process? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800041748217856 - #418 
tweet details

@colbysharp @DavidAEtkin I read The Book Whisperer, we don't waste a minute. 
EVER. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800049457344512 - #419 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @colbysharp and those upper grade students who still struggle 
with decoding but have great comp, love the leveled playing field! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800058860978177 - #420 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @colbysharp @donalynbooks With read aloud you can also conduct 
think alouds. Help Ss understand how to critically interpret texts #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800066859507712 - #421 
tweet details

@mrsjezell RT @TWRCtankcom: I can think of many reasons to read aloud to 
children. I cannot think of one reason NOT to read aloud to them. #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:15:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800084685303810 - #422 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @FoodieBooklvr #titletalk great question. I'm sick of whole class 
novels that I'm forced to teach. 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800095112335360 - #423 
tweet details

@mentortexts I can't even tell you how many times I have cried on the way to work 
because of what's happening in my audiobook. #crazywoman #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800115945439232 - #424 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Reading aloud is a great equalizer everyone can participate at 
their level. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800130944274433 - #425 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @TWRCtankcom: I can think of many reasons to read aloud to 
children. I cannot think of one reason NOT to read aloud to them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800137848107011 - #426 
tweet details

@fosterdogs I teach 9th graders & wonder how they wd recieve RA. Book 
recommendations for trying it w/9th graders? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:15:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800146198966272 - #427 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @donalynbooks: Reasons for reading aloud to children #3 
Instructional purposes. Mentor texts for writing and literary elements #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800164502900736 - #428 
tweet details

@literacydocent Me too! RT @colbysharp: @DavidAEtkin I read The Book 
Whisperer, we dont waste a minute. EVER. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800195616260096 - #429 
tweet details

@mercolleen I am using readalouds in the library to get everyone to 3 books on the 
RI Childrens Book Award list so they can all vote #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800196564172800 - #430 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga I read aloud to my undergrad children's lit students to give them the 
experience of really listening and enjoying a book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800210275348480 - #431 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 RT @MWLibraryDiva: Reading aloud is a great equalizer everyone can 
participate at their level. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800226805096448 - #432 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Authentic texts can be great to read aloud too. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800227115479041 - #433 
tweet details

@JoCSin603 Best read aloud of all time: Tale of Despereaux #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800251140452352 - #434 
tweet details

@jennann516 @TeacherMotherRe Sounds great for discussion! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800251723456512 - #435 
tweet details
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@beckybakeroo 2x per wk we do a Grand Conversation. No raising hands, just 
discuss. RT @jennann516: And what do you DO with the RA to process? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800272879521792 - #436 
tweet details

@booksandbytes RT @MWLibraryDiva: Reading aloud is a great equalizer 
everyone can participate at their level. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800315615289344 - #437 
tweet details

@Annie_Liz RT YES! @Steph_SMac: With read aloud you can also conduct think 
alouds. Help Ss understand how to critically interpret texts #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800318253514752 - #438 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @jmaschari: RA are good for introducing new books into classroom - 
gives readers a taste & encourages them to check out book. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800343469658112 - #439 
tweet details

@colbysharp How often do we read aloud a book to students, n then they read it 
again or read the next book in-series, or another by author? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800343960387584 - #440 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I always make time for silent reading, and we do a read aloud 
about 2-3x per week in my HS English class. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800353661812736 - #441 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I think there are so many great picture books out there that can 
be used at all grade levels from preK-college. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800359760343041 - #442 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @mentortexts OMG yes! I'#crazywoman #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800361987514368 - #443 
tweet details

@lalibrarylady86 #titletalk My 6th grader & I read aloud. It is a bonding experience 
& a way to discuss issues, concepts, ideas. 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800381239369729 - #444 
tweet details

@jennann516 @beckybakeroo Stop & jot? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800385026826240 - #445 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin RT @ReadSoMuch: RT @frankisibberson: For me, read aloud is 
more about talk and relationships around the talk. <== YES! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:16:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800389661532160 - #446 
tweet details

@ClaudiaSwisher #titletalk -- RA in highschools still impt: poetry, drama, intro 
chapters of novels. I want them to hear a strong reader enjoying language 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800409261510656 - #447 
tweet details

@mslcblevins I will be reading Out of My Mind by Sharon Draper to my 7th and 8th 
graders very soon. They love Draper books as read alouds! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800410033270786 - #448 
tweet details
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@Steph_SMac @fosterdogs I teach sophomores. They love it. I've done Water for 
Elephants and The Hunger Games. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800437115883521 - #449 
tweet details

@GMarySue @JoCSin603 LOVE Tale of Despereaux! Also Chasing Vermeer. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800449992400896 - #450 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Reasons to read aloud to children. #5 Accomplishes the good 
things about whole class novels while doing away w/ the bad. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800477674799104 - #451 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @donalynbooks yes, I remind students that in real life people 
read for pleasure. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800476622036992 - #452 
tweet details

@HSEnglishTeach #titletalk Read Alouds are an excellent way to turn students 
onto books they wouldn't normally pick up themselves i.e.-Myself & Hatchet 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800497304150016 - #453 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana @mentortexts laughing while listening freaks out people in nearby 
cars as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800508280651776 - #454 
tweet details

@TeacherThompson Some other read-alouds I've tried and liked: Freak the Mighty 
by Rodman Philbrick, The Giver by Lois Lowry #titletalk with 8th graders 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800520985190400 - #455 
tweet details

@Annie_Liz @mslcblevins Love Out of My Mind - great choice #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800530439159810 - #456 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @frankisibberson: For me, read aloud is more about talk and 
relationships around the talk. <== YES! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800532838285312 - #457 
tweet details

@literacydocent @kmcilhagga I also RA in grad classes. Sometimes we must 
"show" not just "tell with our adult learners too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800548134920192 - #458 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva As a librarian every time I read a book aloud it becomes 
everyone's choice for check out. I love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800557362380800 - #459 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @colbysharp love it when I read aloud a book and entice 
students to try it - the fall, we've spread the love of Wonderstruck #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800584499544064 - #460 
tweet details

@mrsjezell One of my fave college professors read Hatchet to us. We begged her 
to read more everyday! #titletalk #remembering16yearslater 
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Mon Oct 31 00:17:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800603482951681 - #461 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @beckybakeroo @jennann516 My sophomores journal too. It helps 
them synthesize and make connections to characters #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800607450775552 - #462 
tweet details

@teacherman82 My Pre-AP students want to know if I will test them over the read 
aloud. My answer: No. Just listen and enjoy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800630347481088 - #463 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier My reluctant readers love Skeleton Creek by Patrick Carman... 
The videos draw them in. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800635368062976 - #464 
tweet details

@jmaschari @colbysharp YES! this happens so often - RAs open doors for children 
to new books + authors #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800635984621569 - #465 
tweet details

@mindi_r @bethilene #titletalk My students are the same way. They don't like when 
the sub doesn't do the voices or reads to slowly. 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800636278214656 - #466 
tweet details

@colbysharp I know @paulwhankins reads picture books aloud to his HS students 
all the time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800637008031744 - #467 
tweet details

@libraryreeder RT @LibLaura5: YES!!! RT @colbysharp: We can't forget one very 
important reason to read aloud: KIDS LOVE IT! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:17:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800650429800448 - #468 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Doing the hunger games with my 7th and 8th graders now. 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800655890784257 - #469 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @mentortexts I cry in the car while listening to audiobks 2. Last 
book I did that was Knife of Never Letting Go by @Patrick_Ness #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800660802314240 - #470 
tweet details

@jennann516 @mslcblevins Good to know...I just got about 4 Draper novels for my 
room! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800667626442753 - #471 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I haven't read a novel in library--can't decide if it makes sense for 
kids to go 4 days between reads. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800676019240960 - #472 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords #titletalk - join us we are talking about read alouds! 
@caggtweets 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800685880066048 - #473 
tweet details

@SOSFlashMob RT @beckybakeroo: #titletalk : 1 of 5 biggest ways to capture the 
brain's attention : Read-Aloud, music, movement, being kind, humor. 
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Mon Oct 31 00:18:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800687863971840 - #474 
tweet details

@TWRCtankcom RT @Annie_Liz: @mslcblevins Love Out of My Mind - great 
choice #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800693866008576 - #475 
tweet details

@mentortexts @colbysharp I agree, it is equalizer. Low readers can listen at a 
higher level. Let's them access text and use strategies! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800705823965185 - #476 
tweet details

@colbysharp @MaryAnnScheuer LOVE IT! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800713155624960 - #477 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @teacherman82 What texts do you read aloud to high school 
students? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800734215221249 - #478 
tweet details

@MrErving read aloud time is an intimate classroom time between me, my 
students, and the characters that we read about. relationships. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800741370703872 - #479 
tweet details

@Mrs_Laf @fosterdogs RA is a great way to introduce tough concepts. I recently 
reviewed symbolism with The Red Tree. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800775365541888 - #480 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Coteaching with 4th grade teacher we read Whipping Boy and 
Knights of the Round Table aloud kids loved both selections. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800806772490240 - #481 
tweet details

@beckybakeroo Yes, esp when she speaks to reader! Even kids see movie is :P 
after! RT @JoCSin603: Best RA of all time:Tale of Despereaux #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800835348283393 - #482 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Reasons for reaidng aloud to children. #6 Introduces children to 
authors, genres, series, that they may not discover on their own #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800840196898818 - #483 
tweet details

@MrErving my students frequently grab texts that we've read aloud to re-read 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800845427187712 - #484 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @MaryAnnScheuer @colbysharp Wonderstruck is my next read 
aloud - can't wait to share the experience with my students #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800849424363520 - #485 
tweet details

@hale27storm Read alouds are a good common text #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800859348074496 - #486 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @Steph_SMac We're currently reading A Monster Calls by Patrick 
Ness. And sometimes I'll do read alouds during book talks. You? #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:18:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800865580810240 - #487 
tweet details

@CathyMere @MWLibraryDiva So true! In my classroom hottest book picks to go 
home are the ones we've read aloud. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800875018006528 - #488 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @colbysharp what was great about reading aloud 
Wonderstruck was it provided scaffolding that allowed kids to try on their own 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800881233960960 - #489 
tweet details

@Lori_HG Reasons to read aloud #6: let's a child develop their imagination. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800883368853504 - #490 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @colbysharp Love it! Working on it. For sure a work in progress 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:18:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800886959177729 - #491 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @MrErving: my students frequently grab texts that weve read 
aloud to re-read #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800922233282561 - #492 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker YES! I always pull similar titles to suggest. RT @MWLibraryDiva: 
Every time I read aloud, book becomes 1st choice for check out. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800954139344896 - #493 
tweet details

@jmaschari @MrErving 100 percent agree with this - the relationships are 
essential. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800956026793984 - #494 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer hi all, been lurking for a few minutes, any disucssion about students 
choosing the titles for read aloud yet? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800969733767168 - #495 
tweet details

@TWRCtankcom Students are eager to talk about important issues. Great text 
lends itself to great conversations which fosters deeper learning. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800979573616640 - #496 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @MrErving: read aloud time is an intimate classroom time 
between me, my students, & the characters that we read about. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130800999773380608 - #497 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @teacherman82 That's awesome! #titletalk We need to teach our 
students that there are many purposes for reading! 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801016009535488 - #498 
tweet details

@AmyRass @fosterdogs Consider giving stdnts option. Select 4 titles. They choose 
one from the 4. Some will want to read other titles, too.#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801022531678208 - #499 
tweet details
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@mindi_r @karenterlecky #titletalk I"m interested to know how that goes since so 
much of the story is visual. let us know? 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801043276705792 - #500 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer one of toughest reading concepts to teach is how to INFER. 
Reading Wonderstruck really helped us talk about that. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801084607381504 - #501 
tweet details

@NataliaOrtega RT @mentortexts: @colbysharp I agree, it is equalizer. Low 
readers can listen at a higher level. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801085479792640 - #502 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @Lori_HG: Reasons to read aloud #6: let's a child develop 
their imagination. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801084435410944 - #503 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog One of my teammates has her children do response journals 
after a read aloud. Thoughts? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801087153324033 - #504 
tweet details

@mercolleen @frankisibberson Having kids recap what we read the week before is 
a way to incorporate the McRel strategy of summarizing! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801102626095104 - #505 
tweet details

@fosterdogs @FoodieBooklvr Wow! I would have been very upset listening to that 
book in my car. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801119625621504 - #506 
tweet details

@Annie_Liz @frankisibberson I read chapter books aloud to grades 4-6 in library - 
classes are a week apart. It works - and they love it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801137006804992 - #507 
tweet details

@literacydocent Read alouds are "blessing the books" for many students! They will 
re-read, find more bks. by author, or subject. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801133928198144 - #508 
tweet details

@TeacherThompson When I have a sub, I skip doing the read-aloud. That's how 
much I cherish the time with my students! #titletalk it is important to me! 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801137803739136 - #509 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @frankisibberson that's a tough call! Mine go out of their minds 
waiting one day sometimes! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801138831327232 - #510 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @TWRCtankcom: I can think of many reasons to read aloud to 
children. I cannot think of one reason NOT to read aloud to them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:19:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801151829475328 - #511 
tweet details

@denabud RT @donalynbooks: Reasons for reading aloud to children #1: Builds 
community. Creates a common experience. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801159911903232 - #512 
tweet details
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@Jeremybballer My students want me to hurry up and finish The Hunger Games so 
they can move on to the sequels. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801169596563458 - #513 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer Fascinating to read aloud a book like Wonderstruck that 
communicates so much through pictures #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801179306373120 - #514 
tweet details

@mentortexts I'm glad I'm not alone crying and laughing in the car! Most 
memorable cries were Catching Fire (end) and Book Thief (whole book) #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801183387435008 - #515 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @AmyRass: Consider giving stdnts option. Select 4 titles.They 
choose one from the 4. Some will want to read other titles, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801190182207488 - #516 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @mercolleen But does it kill stamina-building to stretch a book 
that long over time? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801199329976320 - #517 
tweet details

@fosterdogs @AmyRass Thanks! Good suggestion. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801226509070336 - #518 
tweet details

@beckybakeroo #titletalk : I also use Read Aloud to hook readers 2 series I want 
them 2 tackle. Only read 1 chapter, or 1st book. Have had fights ovr bks! 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801243114323968 - #519 
tweet details

@ClaudiaSwisher #titletalk In their literacy memoirs, my HS students remember 
elementary RA w/ such joy...that time after recess is a rite of passage. 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801245790277633 - #520 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @Steph_SMac Unfortunately many students think the purpose of 
reading is to pass a test on the book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801263213420545 - #521 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @Lori_HG: Reasons to read aloud #6: let's a child develop 
their imagination. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801262022234112 - #522 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer Absolutely! RT @NataliaOrtega: RT @mentortexts: 
@colbysharp I agree, it is equalizer. Low readers can listen at a higher level. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801297518624768 - #523 
tweet details

@dee8906 RT @trkravtin: RT @donalynbooks: Reasons for reading aloud to 
children. #4 Reading is enjoyable. No higher purpose. Just fun! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801306431528961 - #524 
tweet details

@MrErving @Jeremybballer I can't wait to read this with my students, we'll be 
reading it at the end of the year #hungergames #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:20:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801334520786944 - #525 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @beckybakeroo: #titletalk : I also use Read Aloud to hook 
readers 2 series I want them 2 tackle. Only read 1 chapter, or 1st book. Ha ... 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801333816131584 - #526 
tweet details

@AmyRass @mslcblevins Great book- Out of My Mind. Will make an excellent read 
aloud. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801352229142529 - #527 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @mentortexts I cried listening to The Book Thief, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801356758990848 - #528 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @teacherman82 Water for Elephants and The Hunger Games 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801359367835648 - #529 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I never had students do a pencil and paper activity with a read 
aloud it was understood that discussion was enough. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801376715489281 - #530 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @PolkaDotOwlBlog I just read to read them a great book. They 
can respond to lit other times. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801377252352000 - #531 
tweet details

@Mrs_Laf @MaryAnnScheuer Agreed! But great to teach both print and visual 
literacy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801378917490688 - #532 
tweet details

@CBethM @frankisibberson Most would be okay w/a novel. A good story is hard to 
forget...have someone do a quick recap before reading on. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801381329223680 - #533 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @karenterlecky @MaryAnnScheuer @colbysharp Almost done with 
Wonderstruck! They adore it, and are all reading Hugo Cabret now #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:20:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801403307372544 - #534 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @teacherman82 @steph_smac How is MONSTER going? Read it 
myself--wondering how it would transfer as a RA #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801420311085056 - #535 
tweet details

@NataliaOrtega My students look forward to RA so much that they'll do anything 
else I want them to...to make sure I read aloud later in the day #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801432717819904 - #536 
tweet details

@jennann516 At what point in class period do you do your read aloud? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801454184284160 - #537 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @mindi_r getting 12 copies from public libe / share as partners. 
Borrowed idea from @frankisibberson when she read Hugo Cabret #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:21:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801467127889920 - #538 
tweet details

@Aluchies @lkstrohecker @MWLibraryDiva It's also heartwarming when kids ask 
to check out a book that you read to them in a previous year #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801488686612480 - #539 
tweet details

@TeacherMotherRe @beckybakeroo I try to read until we get to an exciting point! 
They like that! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801492134338560 - #540 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @mentortexts Oh I totally cried in the car at the end of The Book 
Theif. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801524388540416 - #541 
tweet details

@colbysharp @donalynbooks I'm listening to Book Thief right now. I can't listen on 
the weekends. It is so HARD. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801536338112512 - #542 
tweet details

@jvanhoutensped YRT @iPad_storytime: On the positive it gave me an 
understanding of fluency, comprehension and a chance to be part of the group. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801540607901696 - #543 
tweet details

@mentortexts @teacherman82 My library has an "oversize" PB section w PB for 
older students! I Want My Hat Back is good for older!! #titletalk #hatback 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801556802121728 - #544 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @CBethM I also worry about young kids having so many books 
(classroom, reading, library, independent) to keep track of. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801559947837440 - #545 
tweet details

@lalibrarylady86 #titletalk RAs for this week include books on women's rights. 
Mama Went to Jail for the Vote - Karr, You Forgot Your Skirt Amelia Bloomer 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801560132403200 - #546 
tweet details

@literacydocent @TonyKeefer I'm trying that this yr. Book talking 5 titles and letting 
them vote. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801573193465856 - #547 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @frankisibberson I think @MrSchuReads has found a way to make 
library novels work. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801579631718401 - #548 
tweet details

@mindi_r @AmyRass #titletalk I use Out of My Mind as a RA with my 7th graders 
every year. So many great conversastion… (cont) http://t.co/Q3rpyXGS 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801606131318784 - #549 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer I cried listening to Our Only May Amelia by @jenniholm - 
couldn't believe grandmother could be so cruel #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801609344167936 - #550 
tweet details
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@Steph_SMac @teacherman82 Perhaps talking about author's purpose might help 
them understand different reasons for reading #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801616927457280 - #551 
tweet details

@jennann516 @excullen @beckybakeroo Oh, I don't want to have them "DO" every 
time! There are some times that it's just nice to enjoy :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801640730148864 - #552 
tweet details

@TWRCtankcom My silliest reason for RAs? 2 practice accents. ;) After I read like 
that, kids try it too, so it isn't silly after all, is it? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801641283792896 - #553 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @beckybakeroo: I also use Read Aloud to hook readers 2 
series I want them 2 tackle. Only read 1 chapter, or 1st book. <= YES! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:21:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801650314121217 - #554 
tweet details

@jmaschari Read alouds also allow children to have a shared emotional 
experience. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801662062374912 - #555 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @beckybakeroo agreed! Creates great interest in series books! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801666558672898 - #556 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer The students are loving the hunger games. Your students will love 
it, especially the boys. Yeah for boys literacy. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801672673955840 - #557 
tweet details

@dee8906 students fav read alouds-- Number The Stars, Walk Two Moons, Holes 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801692794040320 - #558 
tweet details

@colbysharp @literacydocent Love letting kids vote! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801698124988417 - #559 
tweet details

@AmyRass “@donalynbooks: Reasons to read aloud. #5 Accomplishes good things 
abt whole class novels while doing away w/ bad. <my favorite #titletalk” 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801738339987458 - #560 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @DavidAEtkin @teacherman82 I taught that book in summer school 
to struggling readers. Was not a read aloud, but kids loved it #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801741229850624 - #561 
tweet details

@mwedwards @colbysharp I don't think you can teach reading without reading 
aloud. There are so many imp skills modeled& reinforced with it #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801739287896065 - #562 
tweet details

@trkravtin Two read aloud suggestions: Eli the Good by Silas House & Zora and 
Me. @Candlewick #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801756237086720 - #563 
tweet details
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@mindi_r @jennann516 #titletalk I teach seventh grade, and I use the first 10 
minutes of each class period. Helps to set the tone for the day. 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801780324966401 - #564 
tweet details

@Annie_Liz #titletalk I'm reading aloud Hugo right now - and plan on reading 
Wonderstruck aloud, too. 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801790739415040 - #565 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @DavidAEtkin Some of them are into it and remind me to read it. 
Some not as engaged. I tried doing a British accent and failed! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801794937925632 - #566 
tweet details

@MrErving RT @jmaschari: Read alouds also allow children to have a shared 
emotional experience. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801800407289856 - #567 
tweet details

@Aluchies @AmyRass @mslcblevins I recommended this to a 5th grade teacher in 
my school as RA. Her class loved it! Other teacher reading it #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801802881925120 - #568 
tweet details

@NataliaOrtega I have brilliant ELLs who are still emergent readers but with 
proficient listening skills, so RA are their ticket to high books #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801807080439808 - #569 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @mentortexts I wondered how long it would take for #hatback 
to sneak into the conversation! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801828714655748 - #570 
tweet details

@CBethM @Jeremybballer *I* would want you to hurry up with Hunger Games! :-) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801843302445057 - #571 
tweet details

@mwedwards RT @colbysharp: We can't forget one very important reason to read 
aloud: KIDS LOVE IT! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801854853545984 - #572 
tweet details

@dee8906 now reading Hunger Games--They LOVE it! even those that read it 
themselves! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801875623739392 - #573 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @literacydocent like the idea of book talking first, may try it out. I 
have a "suggestion list" from last year and this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801878131933184 - #574 
tweet details

@mercolleen Re: accents: I let the kids do Origami Yoda's voice because mine is 
so lame and pathetic. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801889188122627 - #575 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @mentortexts PB? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:22:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801898738565122 - #576 
tweet details
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@mentortexts @polkadotowlblog I have been thinking of asking kids to write in 
journals during a read aloud. Want them inking their thinking! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801925603074049 - #577 
tweet details

@naimalawshe I get the biggest kick from looking up during a read aloud and 
seeing students completely wrapped up in the story #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801950320103425 - #578 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @Annie_Liz have you tried listening to the audiobook of Hugo? 
Amazing how Selznick translated the pictures to sounds #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801953449062400 - #579 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @mbheartsbooks I agree Think thats why its taken so long 2 
catch on. Thought I should be making them do sumthing w/ it #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801959396577280 - #580 
tweet details

@TWRCtankcom RT @mwedwards: RT @colbysharp: We cant forget one very 
important reason to read aloud: KIDS LOVE IT! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801989226471424 - #581 
tweet details

@beckybakeroo #titletalk : I also love that I can bring in some theatrical voices from 
my drama classes. I expect them to visualize what I'm acting out! 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130801992804208641 - #582 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @MaryAnnScheuer @mentortexts And look at who is promoting 
#hatback:-) Go Jen! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802008323145728 - #583 
tweet details

@TeacherMotherRe RT: @jmaschari Read alouds also allow children to have a 
shared emotional experience. #titletalk Yes!!! 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802013624745984 - #584 
tweet details

@colbysharp So important for kids to hear us think out loud when we read aloud. If 
we don't teach them to think when they read, who will? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802020134297600 - #585 
tweet details

@jennann516 @mindi_r I have indep reading the first 10 minutes. Thinking of doing 
RA during transition back to seats? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802020885073921 - #586 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch @mentortexts "inking their thinking" - love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802044817784832 - #587 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @Steph_SMac I keep telling my students Monster Calls will get 
more intense. Patience, students. Patience! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802056901574656 - #588 
tweet details

@jmaschari RAs that I cry at the end no matter how many times I read them - 
NUMBER THE STARS and BRIDGE TO TERABITHIA #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802065319538688 - #589 
tweet details
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@the1stdaughter RT @trkravtin: Two read aloud suggestions: Eli the Good by 
Silas House & Zora and Me. @Candlewick #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802082885283840 - #590 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @dee8906 I've got kids reading Skeleton Creek who thoroughly 
enjoy when I read it aloud to the class bc they're insiders. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802104490143744 - #591 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @mentortexts What about journaling afterwards instead of 
during? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802124643770368 - #592 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @TeacherThompson Sometimes I skip it with sub.. but I admit it's 
great to hear how much they like MY reading when I return ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802145904693249 - #593 
tweet details

@NataliaOrtega @mentortexts I have mine write a review and we post them in a 
Class Goodreads account #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:23:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802150577147904 - #594 
tweet details

@MsHoughton Avi's Poppy is my FAVORITE beginning of the year read aloud. 
Chapters are the perfect length for kids settling back into school. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802205170212865 - #595 
tweet details

@teacherman82 RT @NataliaOrtega: @mentortexts I have mine write a review and 
we post them in a Class Goodreads account #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802205061165056 - #596 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir MT @colbysharp Important for kids to hear us think out loud when 
we RA. If we dont teach them to think when they read, who will? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802209867825153 - #597 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @donalynbooks @mentortexts what's Book Thief about? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802265702416384 - #598 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @colbysharp Yes! Absolutely. Then they have a reference for what 
trained readers do! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802266348335104 - #599 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer RT @colbysharp: So important for kids to hear us think out loud. If 
we dont teach them to think when they read, who will? #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802269519233025 - #600 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks There is little better than having/choosing to stop @ a cliffhanger 
& having students beg for more! @ #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802269397585920 - #601 
tweet details

@literacydocent @PolkaDotOwlBlog A great professional bk to look at about this is 
Reconsidering Read Aloud by @maryleehahn #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802278843170817 - #602 
tweet details
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@TWRCtankcom Read alouds also offer great bibliotherapy in challenging times. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802285554053121 - #603 
tweet details

@jillfisch #titletalk@MsHoughton I love Poppy, too. 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802308417208320 - #604 
tweet details

@ClaudiaSwisher #titletalk - In 9th Eng, would RA first pt of 'Scarlet Ibis' & then tell 
Ss the rest would make me cry if I continued to RA...motivation! 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802309197344768 - #605 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I used RA right after lunch to calm and refocus class it was 
without a doubt my favorite part of the day. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802316713541632 - #606 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @mentortexts BOOK THIEF. Unbelievable!!! (Long for a RA) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802323948716032 - #607 
tweet details

@Mrs_Laf Before establishing book club groups,I read aloud a selection from the 
novel. Students find it easier to choose after a RA. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802331141931008 - #608 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @MsHoughton: Avis Poppy is my FAVORITE beginning of 
the year read aloud. Chapters are the perfect length for kids... #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802333918572545 - #609 
tweet details

@AmyRass @ClaudiaSwisher True. Kids remember listening. Wouldn't it be great 
in HS to have recess then a natural time for read alouds? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802347461967873 - #610 
tweet details

@mentortexts @polkadotowlblog I sometimes gives them questions or prompts to 
go and write about after we read. Lots of ideas on my blog. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802383633645568 - #611 
tweet details

@teacherman82 When I taught MS, I had my students doodle while I read aloud to 
them. Unfortunately I picked a boring book. #firstyearmistake #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802398917697536 - #612 
tweet details

@MsHoughton RT @mercolleen: Re: accents: I let the kids do Origami Yoda's 
voice because mine is so lame and pathetic. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:24:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802409944522752 - #613 
tweet details

@colbysharp When I place the read aloud book back in the library after a read 
aloud, kids SPRINT to library. Reading aloud is dangerous! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802415799779331 - #614 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @mentortexts @polkadotowlblog I usually have them write in 
journals before or after. Never considered during #hmmm #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:25:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802433004810240 - #615 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @literacydocent: @PolkaDotOwlBlog A great professional 
bk to look at about this is Reconsidering Read Aloud by @maryleehahn #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802445730332672 - #616 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Speaking of RA, I need one 4 2morrow! Ideas for 5th graders? 
One 4 just Halloween day. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802471424626690 - #617 
tweet details

@CBethM @mentortexts Almost grateful my commute is short these days. But I had 
to pull over & cry when I read Whale Talk, Marley & Me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802500503732224 - #618 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @MaryAnnScheuer @jenniholm #titletalk What's Our Only May 
Amelia about? 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802532372054016 - #619 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer I can't believe how much I am learning tonight. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802534272073729 - #620 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin RT @donalynbooks: @mentortexts I cried listening to The Book 
Thief, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802540680982528 - #621 
tweet details

@jmaschari I love talking with the kids as I am reading aloud - the other day we 
discussed what "belly wind" was in PETER NIMBLE - hilarious #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802549392539649 - #622 
tweet details

@beckybakeroo @MWLibraryDiva : Really had some neat responses when I 
branched out to Stop & Jot. Ideas written get "saved" longer somehow. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802553008037888 - #623 
tweet details

@TeacherMotherRe RT @mbheartsbooks: There is little better than 
having/choosing to stop @ a cliffhanger & having students beg for more! @ #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802556229267456 - #624 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @Anastasiawords The Book Thief is a WW2 book... amazing. Your 
kids will love it! I teach it to sophomores #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802570871570432 - #625 
tweet details

@NataliaOrtega @colbysharp Think alouds is one of the main reasons for me to 
read alouds #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802580891766784 - #626 
tweet details

@Annie_Liz @MaryAnnScheuer #titletalk I haven't checked out the Hugo audio - 
but I certainly will now! Maybe I'll try to get it on Playaway for my lib? 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802601594855424 - #627 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read I RA in the middle of our workshop time. they come in, rd 
independently, then I RA, mini lesson, and more independent rdg after #Titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:25:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802604560232448 - #628 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @NataliaOrtega: @colbysharp Think alouds is one of the main 
reasons for me to read alouds #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802623749165056 - #629 
tweet details

@Mrs_Laf I read the Skeleton Creek books with struggling readers. The 
combination of text/video was irresistable to them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802625464643585 - #630 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @colbysharp think alouds during RA has helped my struggling 
readers more than anything. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802631466680320 - #631 
tweet details

@gregorywalters @DavidAEtkin For a sub, I'd leave a picture book as a RA. 
Otherwise, it's hard for a sub to jump into the book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802630678167553 - #632 
tweet details

@mslcblevins @jennann516 Battle of Jericho, November Blues w/ struggling 8th 
graders and they loved it. Group turned into a little family! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802636223037440 - #633 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @PolkaDotOwlBlog Witch's Broom or The Stranger by VanAllsburg. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802638089486336 - #634 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker @PolkaDotOwlBlog I did a few stories from San Souci's SHORT & 
SHIVERY collection for Halloween. Big hit! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802657563652096 - #635 
tweet details

@TWRCtankcom RT@colbysharp When I place the read aloud bk back in the 
library after a RA, kids SPRINT to library. Reading aloud is dangerous! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:25:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802661992833025 - #636 
tweet details

@mentortexts If I'm listening to a great book in car, all weekend I'll think about what 
I'm missing, like the story goes on wo me! @colbysharp #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802675754352641 - #637 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @mbheartsbooks: @colbysharp think alouds during RA has 
helped my struggling readers more than anything. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802675183915009 - #638 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @frankisibberson: @MaryAnnScheuer @mentortexts And look at 
who is promoting #hatback:-) Go Jen! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802682830135296 - #639 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @PolkaDotOwlBlog Any of the Scary Stories books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802695031357440 - #640 
tweet details

@booksnob @FoodieBooklvr@donalynbooks I read aloud 2 my 9th graders but I 
sometimes get grief from principals & othr teachrs who dont value #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:26:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802724727033856 - #641 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @PolkaDotOwlBlog Have you read "Duffy's Jacket" by Bruce 
Coville? Perfect short story RA for Halloween! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802728657096704 - #642 
tweet details

@lalibrarylady86 @PolkaDotOwlBlog #titletalk The Widow's Broom by Van Allsberg 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802733270839296 - #643 
tweet details

@JoCSin603 So important for kids to hear us think out loud when we read aloud. If 
we dont teach them to think when they read, who will? #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802738299809793 - #644 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Hallowilloween is a great poetry book for Halloween. If you can't 
fit in a whole book you can usually find time for poetry. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802762903592961 - #645 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher @kmcilhagga Do you have a list of titles you read to undergrad 
children's lit class? I'm looking for suggestions for ed students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802798248992768 - #646 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @Anastasiawords http://t.co/eFJcKk84 #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802806801182721 - #647 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @jmaschari where the Red Fern Grows for me! I cry very time!!!! 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802812627075072 - #648 
tweet details

@colbysharp @carwilc Those are coming in the second half of #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802831010709504 - #649 
tweet details

@MrErving @PolkaDotOwlBlog i'm going to read the Tell-Tale Heart graphic novel 
to my 5th grade class #titletalk #halloween 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802838283632640 - #650 
tweet details

@gregorywalters @MWLibraryDiva Yes, good to have RA after gym, lunch or 
recess. Kids can ease back in. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802847368491008 - #651 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @MaryAnnScheuer Need to look into that - so intrigued! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802861301964801 - #652 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr Where do you have kids sit during read-alouds? At their seats? 
On the floor? My class this year doesn't do well on the floor. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802864959406080 - #653 
tweet details

@dee8906 RAs allow kids to focus on visualization! #titletalk They love it because 
they can SEE it finally! 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802906164236288 - #654 
tweet details
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@MsHoughton @PolkaDotOwlBlog OOH! Or Just a Minute by Yuyi Morales! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:26:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802905589616640 - #655 
tweet details

@verystillnorth @MWLibraryDiva We listen to one poem each day from Poetry 
Speaks to Children. Amazing! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802918155763712 - #656 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords Love that book! #titletalk RT @bladesmel: @Anastasiawords my 
mom read Anne Frank to us that way when we were little! #lovedit 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802919443398657 - #657 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @Mrs_Laf Have you seen some of Carman's other texts? I'm 
planning to get print texts for them for read alouds as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802920240328704 - #658 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @colbysharp @donalynbooks I was wondering how you were 
progressing on BOOK THIEF #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802943267049472 - #659 
tweet details

@Mrs_Laf @JoCSin603 Agreed. Kids need modeling in the WHAT and HOW to 
think while reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802944680525824 - #660 
tweet details

@patoney "@Lori_HG: Reasons to read aloud #6: let's a child develop their 
imagination. #titletalk" @rarbayarea 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802945192235009 - #661 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @DavidAEtkin I leave fascinating facts bks for my sub & ask 
her/him to read from it. Tab w/ a Post-It for next absence. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130802986430644224 - #662 
tweet details

@verystillnorth @FoodieBooklvr I used to use the floor. But now that is for 
independent reading. Read alouds in desks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803028763750400 - #663 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @booksnob We are encouraged to have reading boards and carve 
out time for literacy! So necessary! Sorry to hear that. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803028952481792 - #664 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @Anastasiawords May Amelia is like Laura Ingalls Wilder with 
even more attitude! @colbysharp chime in! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803031079002113 - #665 
tweet details

@TeacherMotherRe I love just a little bit of scary for Halloween read alouds. 
Spooky voices! CLiffhangers! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803049093537792 - #666 
tweet details

@CBethM @mentortexts But I pulled over laughing so hard I cried when I was 
listening to C Moore's A Dirty Job. Plus driveway moments. #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:27:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803079611289602 - #667 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @booksnob I don't get grief, but I've gotten a few raised 
eyebrows. I'm sure there are things said when I'm not around. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803089765695488 - #668 
tweet details

@colbysharp @DavidAEtkin I'm close. I do 50 pages a day in the car. Weekends 
kills me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803094849191936 - #669 
tweet details

@mercolleen Lulu and the Brontosaurus was a hit with my 4th graders. Super short 
chapters and 3 endings. Well, some thought it was "weird." #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803102038245376 - #670 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer @MrErving Read tell-tale-heart to my 7th graders his past week 
and we watched Vincent price video. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803109101436928 - #671 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @gregorywalters @davidaetkin I had a sub try to read our 
chapter book (her decision,not mine!) I think the kids had a revolt! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803110942744576 - #672 
tweet details

@jmaschari @cb6luvs2read YES! Remember that from fourth grade - also 
EDWARD TULANE - I cry with that too #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803120300228608 - #673 
tweet details

@caggtweets Im reading aloud Ready Freddy: Pumpkin Elf to my 1st graders. They 
LOVE Ready Freddy! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803135873695744 - #674 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @MaryAnnScheuer I have trouble finding longer nonfiction to 
read aloud. I need to commit to that more often. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803139493371904 - #675 
tweet details

@mentortexts At beg of year I ask kids how they define a good reader , then think 
aloud a lot (1/2) #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:27:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803166752153601 - #676 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Poetry is a good RA for content areas there are so many great 
poems in nearly every subject area. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803184418557952 - #677 
tweet details

@literacydocent @FoodieBooklvr My 5th graders sit on the rug. When reading pb 
they ask to move in. Chapter bk reads they sit on edge of rug. 1/2 #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803195441197056 - #678 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @DavidAEtkin Loved it. Even more than reading the book. Don't 
tell. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803206593843200 - #679 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker @PolkaDotOwlBlog I've also done a lesson on Edgar Allan Poe & 
then read "The Tell Tale Heart" w/heartbeat sound effects. #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:28:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803258578059264 - #680 
tweet details

@mentortexts & explain how I'm showing them what a good reader does to 
strengthen their definition and understanding of what good readers do! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803275380428800 - #681 
tweet details

@beckybakeroo #titletalk : Totally forgot my FAV (I always cry): Miraculous Journey 
of Edward Tulane -- what a metaphor for hurting kids to see / hear !! 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803279004303360 - #682 
tweet details

@the1stdaughter @mentortexts @colbysharp Oh my goodness! I want that funny 
thing on my avatar too! Love #hatback #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803279818014720 - #683 
tweet details

@trkravtin This is a vigorous #titletalk tonight! Fantastic! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803284503035904 - #684 
tweet details

@gregorywalters I use Sharon Creech's "Love That Dog" as a RA to introduce 
poetry and show the featured poems on Smart Board/overhead. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803307282313216 - #685 
tweet details

@Annie_Liz @frankisibberson #titletalk Have you read Amelia Lost yet? Super, 
super fantastic! Would make for some great cliffhangers... 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803339901419520 - #686 
tweet details

@donalynbooks It's my personal goal to read more nonfiction with my kids this 
year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803351624499201 - #687 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Every time someone else tries to read aloud to my students they 
got really upset too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803354791182337 - #688 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @MaryAnnScheuer @colbysharp ooh loved the Wilder books. 
#titletalk @caggtweets 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803362957508608 - #689 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Such good ideas! So glad I decided to join #titletalk this 
evening!!! 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803377960517633 - #690 
tweet details

@literacydocent @FoodieBooklvr 2/2 By sitting around edge of rug they are ready 
for "turn and talk" when needed during read aloud. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803386051342336 - #691 
tweet details

@mentortexts @anastasiawords It's historical fiction WWII written from the 
perspective of Death. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:28:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803401628979200 - #692 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @the1stdaughter: @mentortexts @colbysharp Oh my goodness! I 
want that funny thing on my avatar too! Love #hatback #Titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:28:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803407513587713 - #693 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Halloween RA: Scary Stories books by Schwartz, Gallo's SHORT 
CIRCUITS (scary short stories), Dahl's Revolting Rhymes #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803431836356608 - #694 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @donalynbooks @beckybakeroo But don't you feel "cheated" not 
being able to discuss a WHOLE book with the kids? So muchdeveloped#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803450391957507 - #695 
tweet details

@mercolleen The Clementine audiobooks are delightful. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803452958871553 - #696 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @Annie_Liz Yes,love Amelia Los tand Scientist in Field series. 
Just need to commit to make time for those as read alouds. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803457224486912 - #697 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: It's my personal goal to read more 
nonfiction with my kids this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803485208875008 - #698 
tweet details

@GMarySue RT @MsHoughton: @PolkaDotOwlBlog Witch's Broom or The 
Stranger by VanAllsburg. #titletalk Yes all VanAllsburg's books are great #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803485611536384 - #699 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @donalynbooks The Book Thief is AMAZING! Your students will 
love it. Very engaging and interesting narrative voice #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803491995271169 - #700 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @frankisibberson I haven't tried much narrative nonfiction - but 
think that Amelia Lost would make great read aloud for 5th/6th #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803530431873024 - #701 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Our favorite read aloud with our daughters was Stone Fox. See 
the cover and cry still. #gosearchlightgo #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803554758828032 - #702 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer A wrinkle in time is a great read aloud. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803559632609280 - #703 
tweet details

@pageintraining I love using Mary Ann Hoberman's books for read aloud #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803563491373056 - #704 
tweet details

@colbysharp In 39 days I've read over 30 picture books to my kids, but only 2 
novels. Like to push the pic books hard to start the year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803573389922304 - #705 
tweet details

@jmaschari @TeacherMotherRe Yes - the spooky is so much fun! What is your 
fave spooky RA? #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:29:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803578087538688 - #706 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @gregorywalters I use Love That Dog and Hate That Cat by 
@ciaobellacreech too. Great RA for intro to poetry. Kids get it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803579761070080 - #707 
tweet details

@teacherman82 Oh my word, @donalynbooks, I am so glad you read The Book 
Thief. It's one of my all-time favorites! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803582248304642 - #708 
tweet details

@gregorywalters @mbheartsbooks Yes, the RA becomes your special connection 
with the class. Not for a sub. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803601479184384 - #709 
tweet details

@verystillnorth What are good longer nonfiction titles? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803630126272512 - #710 
tweet details

@dee8906 RT @NataliaOrtega: @colbysharp Think alouds is one of the main 
reasons for me to read alouds #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803632747724800 - #711 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @mentortexts wow! Will check it out. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:29:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803660430131200 - #712 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @CBethM I didn't listen to Whale Talk, but I certainly cried when I 
read it. I had the infamous "ugly cry" with that one #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803682873835520 - #713 
tweet details

@mbheartsbooks @frankisibberson @maryannscheuer I need more nonfiction 
read aloud too. I'm trying bits of How They Croaked. It's a huge hit! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803683825950720 - #714 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @MWLibraryDiva Yes, also poetry is harder for students to 
understand/interpret. This would be great for think alouds, too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803709880971264 - #715 
tweet details

@gilkatgil Pretty sure I'm going to need to print this whole thread off later #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803739211730945 - #716 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @frankisibberson @Annie_Liz just what I was thinking! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803743716425728 - #717 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana narrative nonfiction perfect for read aloud #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803778541723649 - #718 
tweet details

@frankisibberson My students' stamina for NF is much lower than for fiction. I think 
it's because they hear less NF read aloud through the years. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803802935795712 - #719 
tweet details
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@the1stdaughter @mentortexts Yes! Absolutely #teamrabbit #hatback #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803811693502464 - #720 
tweet details

@SherriMGordon Enjoying the RA info on tonight. Asked my 8 year old what he 
likes most about it ... he said his teacher picks the "best" books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803825048170496 - #721 
tweet details

@CBethM @frankisibberson RA seems less complicated. Like recallng a good story 
your friend told you. Only way to know tho is to try. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803828202291201 - #722 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog I am fervently seraching my school's catalog. Most we don't 
have/r already out. :( #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803840248332288 - #723 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @mbheartsbooks: @frankisibberson I need more nonfiction 
read aloud too. Im trying bits of How They Croaked. Its a huge hit! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803841322065920 - #724 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @teacherman82 Brit accent. LOL. Tough to keep up. I was thinking 
it was Irish...? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803851925262336 - #725 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @ProfessorNana: narrative nonfiction perfect for read aloud 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803854567682049 - #726 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier In the past, my students have liked Dreadlocks by Neal 
Shusterman... especially my bad English accent. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803863904190464 - #727 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @teacherman82 read it along time ago. Listened to the audio this 
fall. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803867637133312 - #728 
tweet details

@MrErving RT @gilkatgil: Pretty sure I'm going to need to print this whole thread off 
later #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803868962529280 - #729 
tweet details

@booksandbytes @verystillnorth @kadirnelson We Are the Ship and Heart and 
Soul #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803875878944768 - #730 
tweet details

@Annie_Liz #titletalk nonfiction read aloud: Ain't Nothing But a Man - it's about 
John Henry 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803876273205248 - #731 
tweet details

@mentortexts Ooooh...Telltale Heart is amazing as a read-aloud!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:30:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803920892207105 - #732 
tweet details
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@jennann516 @ProfessorNana What are your top picks for narrative non-fiction? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803926063788032 - #733 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @mbheartsbooks @frankisibberson @maryannscheuer heard abt 
this bk from @TonyKeefer . Kids do love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803941112950784 - #734 
tweet details

@NataliaOrtega You guys got me thinking about non-fiction RA. Never done one... 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803947668647937 - #735 
tweet details

@TeacherThompson @donalynbooks Curious about your ideas for what to 
readaloud in nonfiction. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803956678017024 - #736 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @donalynbooks mine too, the read more nonfiction goal, so far it is 
failing #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803971064471553 - #737 
tweet details

@colbysharp @frankisibberson I agree, but students at my school always struggle 
with NF on assessments. Need to read more NF. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803976110223360 - #738 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @donalynbooks I listened to the audio of Zusak's I Am the 
Messenger. It was very good. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803982263267328 - #739 
tweet details

@Steph_SMac @colbysharp Picture books are so invaluable in terms of teaching 
writing and critical thinking. Love it! What titles? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803982129053697 - #740 
tweet details

@TeacherMotherRe @jmaschari My favorite spooky readaloud is Tailypo! by Jan 
Wahl and Wil Clay It's great for fun voices. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803987099303936 - #741 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I loved reading Poe with fifth graders for Halloween. You do have 
to do think alouds as you read but they really got into it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130803990882557952 - #742 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Is this archived? #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804018455908353 - #743 
tweet details

@ClaudiaSwisher #titletalk Jack Prelutsky's book of spooky poetry...great for 
figurative lang. study too. 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804039922368512 - #744 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @frankisibberson: My students stamina for NF is much lower 
than for fiction. I think its because they hear less NF read aloud #titletalk 
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Mon Oct 31 00:31:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804060990357504 - #745 
tweet details

@jennann516 @frankisibberson Mine as well. Working on bringing in more non-
fiction throughout the year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804073862676480 - #746 
tweet details

@Annie_Liz #titletalk Important to include NF in read aloud - especially considering 
new Common Core Standards.... 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804078757425155 - #747 
tweet details

@dee8906 @verystillnorth What grade? subject? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804079621451776 - #748 
tweet details

@TWRCtankcom When I stdnt taught in 5th gr I invited Ss 2 sit on the floor. My 
master tcher didn't think they would. They did & they loved it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804081919926273 - #749 
tweet details

@literacydocent Love Dark Emperor for read aloud with 4th/5th grade. provides 
poetry and non-fiction together. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804102304251904 - #750 
tweet details

@DrJennBerman What a great goal! Love that! RT @donalynbooks It's my 
personal goal to read more nonfiction with my kids this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804115533082624 - #751 
tweet details

@colbysharp http://t.co/hkpzwEOR #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804116359356416 - #752 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 #titletalk Having good luck with Horrible Histories as nonfic RAs 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804120171974656 - #753 
tweet details

@gregorywalters I read Janet Taylor Lisle's "Afternoon of the Elves" to a gr. 4 class 
and was surprised how much they got into figuring it out. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804126819946496 - #754 
tweet details

@HSEnglishTeach @donalynbooks #titletalk I know, I need to include more 
nonfiction in my classroom too. Kids love it and I need to make it more available 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804137980997633 - #755 
tweet details

@jmaschari @TeacherMotherRe Will need to check that out! Thanks for the 
suggestion. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804145648173056 - #756 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @DavidAEtkin Ha ha! Could be! I just know words like MUM 
(mom) and MOBILE (cell phone) are used. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804158419841024 - #757 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @frankisibberson: My students stamina for NF is much 
lower than for fiction. I think its because they hear less NF read aloud #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:31:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804165906669568 - #758 
tweet details
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@brianwyzlic Just getting here; not sure what's been mentioned so far, but I'm 
going to throw in HARRIS & ME by Gary Paulson for 7th/8th #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:32:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804176753135616 - #759 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Yes, we will archive the chat after it ends. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:32:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804192251088898 - #760 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @donalynbooks #titletalk Yes, I must too...Maybe I'll start w/ 
high interest articles? 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:32:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804247515246592 - #761 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Lol! I've never had luck with a sub and RA! Mystudents always 
complain about him/her. Selfishly, it Makes me feel good though :) #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:32:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804247972429824 - #762 
tweet details

@literacydocent @TWRCtankcom Mine too! They are very content on the rug. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:32:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804248203116544 - #763 
tweet details

@mercolleen @mbheartsbooks I will have to try "How They Croaked" with my 5th 
graders who love "1000 Ways to Die" and CSI #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:32:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804258906972160 - #764 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk Holy cow! Hour is half-way over! Nooooooo.... 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:32:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804265362014210 - #765 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer I love reading Steve Jenkins nonfiction aloud - pulls kids right 
in! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:32:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804271183691776 - #766 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva At Christmas I always read the original O. Henry: Gift of the Magi 
aloud to fifth and sixth graders. #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:32:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804278062350336 - #767 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @verystillnorth Amelia Lost! #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:32:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804280729935874 - #768 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer @donalynbooks Thanks! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:32:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804286329323520 - #769 
tweet details

@colbysharp archives found at titletalk . wikispaces . com #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:32:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804286639706112 - #770 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Has any1 read "The Wednesday Wars" with their elem. kids? 
How did they handle allusions 2 Shakespeare? #titletalk 
 
Mon Oct 31 00:32:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 130804290938867712 - #771 
tweet details
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